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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Language and speech development is a complex process demanding a child’s cognitive, 

auditory, motor and other skills. Any deficiency of those skills carries difficulties in language 

acquisition, as well as in speech perception and production. Acquiring the first language is 

already a challenge for a child, primarily because of the complexity. Moreover, acquiring or 

learning any additional language carries the complications of language processing, for 

example, interference of the languages. 

Still, a typically developing child usually manages to become proficient in the first and 

a second language, sometimes even followed by a third or more languages. However, neither 

do all children develop at the same rate, nor they have the same skills or abilities. If a child is 

born with a hearing impairment or its hearing becomes impaired at some point in the 

development, its language and speech development is significantly influenced. Since hearing 

is directly connected to speaking, lack or impairment of hearing skills will lead to lack or 

impairment of the language and speaking skills (Bakota et al., 2014, p. 11). The latest available 

data suggests that in 2013 there were over 1,200 children with hearing impairment in Croatia, 

which is 3.6% of all the children with disabilities. In the population of people with hearing 

impairment, 11% are the children up to the age of 19, although it is present in all age groups 

(Benjak, 2014). Education of children with hearing impairment is organized both in special 

health institutions, such as The SUVAG Polyclinic, and regular schools. If a child with hearing 

impairment attends a regular school, it is usually supervised by a team of specialists. This 

integration not only brings advantages like socializing, but also problems such as lack of 

preparedness of the environment to react adequately to the needs of the student. These 

problems, together with the growing presence of multilingualism in the world, indicate the need 

to investigate this area more. 

This study examines the narrative and comprehension skills in the first and the second 

language of hearing-impaired native speakers of Croatian (L1), with English as their foreign 

language (L2). The theoretical introduction reviews the basics of hearing, listening and the 

hearing impairment. This is followed by some findings about language acquisition, learning 

strategies, and narrative skills. The reason why this thesis enters a new area is the use of a 

predefined Multilingual assessment instrument for narratives (Gagarina et al., 2012) – an 
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instrument which had never been used in a published research on language proficiency of 

hearing impaired learners in Croatia before. The analysis of their language also indicates the 

main differences on various linguistic levels. The qualitative analysis shows characteristics of 

the language and speech of the children with hearing impairment. The data gathered in this 

experiment can be further analysed as a corpus, opening many research questions ranging from 

the phonological to the semantical level, even the question of the cognitive development. This 

can not only help or encourage further research, but also make it more possible for the (English) 

language teachers to get help or feedback about this specific learning situation. 
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2. HEARING IMPAIRMENT 

Although the terms hearing and listening are sometimes used interchangeably, there is 

a difference between them. While hearing is a sense, pure detection of a sound, listening is a 

process which involves perception, recognition, and interpretation of sounds. Although Roth 

(2012, p. 61) uses the term hearing “when what we do is equivalent to understanding”, which 

is more than just a sense, he still makes a distinction by using the term listening “to denote the 

act when we attentively orient to something or someone to figure out precisely because the 

sense of the said is not apparent”. Therefore, listening involves more attention and 

interpretation of the sound. The author confirms this by adding that we can hear even when we 

do not understand, as “hearing with understanding” belongs to the area of listening (p. 61). An 

interesting example is one of researchers in video- or audio-based research transcribing speech, 

when it possibly happens that they don’t understand the recorded speech. Clearly, they hear it, 

but not with understanding (Roth, 2012, p. 66).  

According to Fernald (2001, p. 38), “[f]or hearing to occur, the auditory system must 

accomplish three basic tasks: first, the acoustic stimulus must be gathered and directed to the 

auditory receptors; second, the sound wave must be converted from pressure variations into 

electrical signals; and third, these electrical signals must be processed in the brain so as to 

convey reliable information about the sound source.” On the other hand, he describes listening 

as: 

“a dynamic process in several respects. First, listening involves comparing and 

integrating multiple sources of auditory information simultaneously to identify, 

monitor, and gain knowledge about events in the world. Second, listening involves 

hearing in a particular context, where many different kinds of factors influence how 

auditory information is perceived and interpreted. […] Listening is also dynamic in the 

sense that enduring strategies for organizing and interpreting auditory information 

emerge through learning guided by inborn perceptual biases.” (Fernald, 2001, p. 56) 

In other words, the difference between hearing and listening remains well-determined and as 

such needs to be taken into account in any related research. 
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2.1. Anatomy of the human ear 

The main part of the human auditory system is the ear, consisting of the external or 

outer ear, the middle ear, and the inner ear (the labyrinth). The main function of the external 

ear is to collect the sound from the outside and direct it towards the middle and the inner ear, 

as well as to locate the sound source (Elberling & Worsoe, 2006, p. 11). In the middle ear, the 

ear drum is the border between the external ear and the tympanic cavity, which contains the 

three ossicles – malleus, incus, and stapes – also the smallest bones in the human body. The 

footplate of stapes is attached to the oval window, the other border of the middle ear, dividing 

it from the inner ear (Elberling & Worsoe, 2006, p. 11; Sataloff & Sataloff, 2005a, p. 664). The 

inner ear is divided into the acoustic and the vestibular area, which are related to hearing and 

balance, respectively (Elberling & Worsoe, 2006, p. 13; Sataloff & Sataloff, 2005a, pp. 665–

666). 

 

Figure 1. Illustration of the human ear: tympanic membrane, the ossicular system of the middle 

ear, and inner ear. (from Hall & Guyton, 2011, p. 633)  

The next organ, cochlea, has an upper and a lower part divided by a spiral lamina. There, 

the organ of Corti is the central organ for hearing, as it detects the movement of the supporting 

and hair cells and transforms it into a signal carried on to the auditory nerve fibres (Elberling 
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& Worsoe, 2006, pp. 14–15; Sataloff & Sataloff, 2005a, pp. 666–668). Finally, as the sound 

signal is transformed from a vibration into an electric impulse, it reaches the brain stem through 

the nerve, and through various brain structures, it arrives at the primary hearing cortex on the 

upper surface of the temporal lobe (Elberling & Worsoe, 2006, pp. 15–17). For a more detailed 

anatomy of the human ear, see Anatomy of the ear in Sataloff and Sataloff (2005a, p. 663).  

 Elberling & Worsoe (2006) systematically describe five dimensions of hearing which 

can be affected by hearing loss and, as such, determine its type and degree. The first one is 

sensitivity to sound intensity or level, which can be determined by a hearing test and noted in 

an audiogram as a hearing threshold level (HTL). For example, in the age-dependent hearing 

loss, there is usually a significant loss of most of the frequencies, but mostly the higher ones. 

Another dimension is the dynamic range, determining the loudest sound that can be tolerated 

and described as UCL – uncomfortable loudness level. In most of the cases of hearing loss, 

UCL is seriously affected above 60dB loss. The next dimension, frequency resolution – “the 

ability to distinguish and perceive two simultaneous tones” (2006, p. 47), is needed when 

simultaneous sounds cause special vibration patterns in the cochlea. Usually, low-frequency 

tones affect it more than the high-frequency tones, but frequency resolution helps to overcome 

the difficulties. In hearing impairment, this ability is reduced and is a cause of difficulties in 

understanding speech, especially under noisy conditions. Similarly difficult for people with 

hearing loss is the impaired temporal resolution, the ability “to distinguish between two sounds 

that come in close succession” (2006, p. 49). Finally, binaural hearing – or simply, hearing 

with two ears, is the fifth dimension of hearing and its main function is to help people to locate 

the sounds in their environment, as well as to listen selectively in a noisy environment. As brain 

is the central place which receives and compares information from both ears, in a hearing-

impaired person, these functions are impaired due to the damaged state of the auditory system, 

which is therefore not able to carry the information to the brain. 

Among many possible descriptions and definitions of hearing loss, it might be simple 

but acceptable to rely on the audiometry as one of the first steps of determining the hearing 

loss, and based on which hearing loss is a “deviation of the hearing threshold from what is 

considered normal hearing […] and is indicated in the audiogram for each frequency as the 

distance from the horizontal line indicated by 0 dB HL (normal hearing)” (Elberling & Worsoe, 

2006, p. 19). However, the official classification of hearing loss in the International 

Classification of Diseases 10 is presented in Figure 2 and clearly shows how complex and 
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varied hearing impairment is. In general, hearing impairment in a patient is determined by the 

type and degree of loss. Additionally, the description can include time of occurring. Finally, 

depending on the affected ears, hearing loss in only one ear is unilateral, and in both ears – 

bilateral.  

Other disorders of ear (H90-H95) 

H90 Conductive and sensorineural hearing loss  

Incl.: congenital deafness  

Excl.: deaf mutism NEC (H91.3)  

deafness NOS (H91.9)  

hearing loss:  

- NOS (H91.9)  

- noise-induced (H83.3) 

- ototoxic (H91.0)  

- sudden (idiopathic) (H91.2)  

H90.0 Conductive hearing loss, bilateral  

H90.1 Conductive hearing loss, unilateral with unrestricted hearing on the contralateral side  

H90.2 Conductive hearing loss, unspecified 

Conductive deafness NOS  

H90.3 Sensorineural hearing loss, bilateral  

H90.4 Sensorineural hearing loss, unilateral with unrestricted hearing on the contralateral side  

H90.5 Sensorineural hearing loss, unspecified  

Congenital deafness NOS  

Hearing loss:  

- central NOS 

- neural NOS 

- perceptive NOS 

- sensory NOS 

Sensorineural deafness NOS  

H90.6 Mixed conductive and sensorineural hearing loss, bilateral  

H90.7 Mixed conductive and sensorineural hearing loss, unilateral with unrestricted hearing on the 

contralateral side  

H90.8 Mixed conductive and sensorineural hearing loss, unspecified 

 

H91 Other hearing loss  

Excl.: abnormal auditory perception (H93.2) 

hearing loss as classified in H90.- 

imparted cerumen (H61.2)  

noise-induced hearing loss (H83.3)  

psychogenic deafness (F44.6)  

transient ischaemic deafness (H93.0) 

H91.0 Ototoxic hearing loss  

Use additional external cause code (Chapter XX), if desired, to identify toxic agent.  

H91.1 Presbyacusis  

Presbyacusis 

H91.2 Sudden idiopathic hearing loss  

Sudden hearing loss NOS  

H91.3 Deaf mutism, not elsewhere classified  

H91.8 Other specified hearing loss  

H91.9 Hearing loss, unspecified  

Deafness: 

- NOS 

- high frequency 

- low frequency 

Figure 2. Classification of hearing loss in ICD 10 (World Health Organization, 2016) 
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2.2. Types of hearing impairment 

Based on the type, hearing impairment can be peripheral or central. Peripheral hearing 

loss develops in the areas of the external, middle and the inner ear up to the hearing–sensing 

nerve, while the central hearing impairment is affected by the state of the hearing-sensing 

nerve and its way to the primary auditory cortex in the superior temporal gyrus. Moreover, the 

peripheral hearing impairment can be conductive, sensorineural or mixed. The conductive 

refers to difficulties in transmitting the sound on the way to the inner ear, and the sensorineural 

to damage in the inner ear, the auditory nerve, or both (Dulčić, Pavičić Dokoza, Bakota, & 

Čilić Burušić, 2012; Sataloff & Sataloff, 2005b; Virag, Hawkshaw, & Sataloff, 2005). 

Additionally, Sataloff and Sataloff, the editors of a reference book Hearing loss which is based 

on findings in otorhinolaryngology and audiology (2005b), add functional hearing loss, in 

which “there is no detectable organic damage to the auditory pathways, but some underlying 

psychological or emotional problem is at fault” (2005b, p. 25). 

Conductive hearing impairment is mostly treatable, as it usually involves problems in 

the mobility of the eardrum and/or the ossicles, caused by, for example, otosclerosis or fluids 

in the middle ear. In general, “sound waves are not transmitted effectively to the inner ear 

because of some interference in the external ear canal, the eardrum, the ossicular chain, the 

middle-ear cavity, the oval window, the round window, or the Eustachian tube” (Sataloff & 

Sataloff, 2005b, p. 25). Therefore, it is more about “a mechanical defect”, rather than any 

distortion in the rest of the sound transmission. Patients with the conductive hearing 

impairment can be much easily helped medically, surgically or with a hearing aid (Sataloff & 

Sataloff, 2005b, p. 25). Sometimes, even only making the sound louder helps the patients to 

hear better (Elberling & Worsoe, 2006, pp. 26–27). 

In contrast to the conductive hearing impairment, sensorineural (or perceptive) 

impairment affects the area beyond the stapes and its footplate, i.e., in the inner ear, the first 

part of the auditory nerve, or both. Also, the forecast in these cases is not mostly optimistic, as 

it is often not curable and is usually referred to as “nerve deafness”, although it does not 

necessarily affect only the nerve. Other than the nerve, sensorineural impairment is often 

centered in the cochlea as well, where more than 30,000 hair cells connected with nerve endings 

are easily damaged by various causes, e.g. age (Elberling & Worsoe, 2006, pp. 29, 33; Sataloff 

& Sataloff, 2005b, p. 25). 
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Finally, there is a “mixed hearing impairment” – a term that can be used with any 

combination of more than one hearing impairment, but it usually refers to the conductive and 

sensorineural hearing loss found in the same ear (Sataloff & Sataloff, 2005b, p. 25). 

The central hearing impairment is diagnosed when the central nervous system is 

affected. This can mean any problem on the way from the auditory nuclei to the cortex (Sataloff 

& Sataloff, 2005b, p. 25). In other words, the signal is being transmitted from the source 

through the external, middle and the inner ear, but its way to the auditory cortex, where it is 

processed and perceived, is interfered. One of the common problems is selective listening, 

which refers to focusing on a specific speech in a crowd with a certain background noise such 

as a radio or television and similar cases. The cause is, unfortunately, not always clear (Sataloff 

& Sataloff, 2005b, p. 27). 

While all the previously described hearing impairments have their bases in any kind of 

organic damage, the functional hearing impairment is caused by psychological or emotional 

issues (Sataloff & Sataloff, 2005b, p. 25). In case of any mild hearing loss present, functional 

hearing impairment is referred to as a “functional or a psychogenic overlay”. In order to avoid 

useless treatments and possible deterioration of hearing loss, early accurate diagnosis is crucial 

(Sataloff & Sataloff, 2005b, p. 27). 

2.3. Degrees of hearing loss 

Different sources offer different classifications of the degrees of hearing loss. In 

general, the hearing loss of a person can be mild, moderate, severe or profound. After the result 

of an audiometry, a loss ranging from 10-35 dB will be categorised as mild, 35-70 dB as 

moderate, 70-100 as severe, and over 90 as profound (Elberling & Worsoe, 2006, p. 26). 

However, Clark (1981) adapted the scale into more detailed classification (see Table 1). 

American National Standards Institute defines deafness as a loss over 93 dB, while the loss 

between 26 and 92 dB is described as hearing loss – mild, moderate or severe (Dulčić et al., 

2012, p. 17). Finally, the Croatian Register of Persons with Disabilities Act divides the hearing 

impairment into hearing loss (hypoacusis) and deafness, and states the following 

categorization: deafness is the hearing loss in the frequency range 500-4000Hz (most common 

speech frequencies) higher than 81dB; hearing loss (hypoacusis) is the loss of 25-80dB, and 

the degree can be mild (25-35dB), moderate (36-60dB), severe (61-80dB) or unspecified 

(Zakon o Hrvatskom registru osoba s invaliditetom, 2001). 
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Table 1: Clark's (1981) Scale of Hearing Impairment 

Average Hearing Threshold Level in dB Hearing Loss Label 

-10 to 15 Normal  

16 to 25 Slight 

26 to 40 Mild  

41 to 55 Moderate 

56 to 70 Moderately Severe  

71 to 90 Severe 

+91 Profound 

 

2.4. Time of occurrence 

According to the period of occurring, if a hearing loss is present at birth, it is congenital, 

and if it is occurring after birth, it is acquired. Both can also be hereditary, but causes are very 

diverse and can be prenatal or postnatal (Virag et al., 2005, p. 439). Moreover, it can be 

prelingual – if it occurred before the onset of speech development, perilingual – if the onset is 

during the speech development, or postlingual, if the hearing loss started after the person’s 

speech had been fully developed (Dulčić et al., 2012, p. 18). 

People who experience hearing loss very often postpone any kind of reaction to it, such 

as sharing the problem with others and asking for medical help. According to Sataloff and 

Sataloff (2005, p. 1), “it is seen still as an embarrassing infirmity, or a sign of aging and senility, 

and it is associated with a loss of sexual attractiveness.” For the environment, the hearing-

impaired persons seem ignorant, as they are not listening, answering the questions, or engaging 

in a conversation, etc.  

This problem is very worrying when it comes to children. A hearing impairment in a 

child changes the process of emotional development and psychological maturation in general 

(Sataloff & Sataloff, 2005), while it is still being discussed whether and to which extent the 

cognitive development is affected. Moreover, living with a severe hearing loss and difficulties 

in acquiring a sufficient means of communication can be significantly frustrating for the child, 

and the family (Sataloff & Sataloff, 2005). That emphasizes the necessity to diagnose the 

impairment at the earliest age possible. Unexpectedly, sometimes a mild hearing impairment 

causes more difficulties than a severe one. This happens when the loss is not diagnosed on 

time, so the child’s inability to hear well is interpreted as inattention, lower intelligence, etc 

(Sataloff & Sataloff, 2005). 
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Unfortunately, the problems of hearing impaired persons of any age could be easily 

prevented if they were recognized early and reacted to adequately. Moreover, according to 

Sataloff and Sataloff (2005, p. 2), most of the patients can be helped through the process which 

starts with testing and diagnosis, up to medication or the use of hearing aids. According to 

Sataloff and Sataloff (2005), „[m]ajor advances have been made in the last few decades, and 

even more may be anticipated as exploration continues into the mysteries of the inner ear and 

ear–brain interface” (p. 2). 
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3. LANGUAGE ACQUISITION 

 

“Language acquisition is one of the most impressive and fascinating aspects of human 

development. […] Indeed, learning a language is an amazing feat – one that has attracted the 

attention of linguists and psychologists for generations.” – state Lightbown & Spada (2006) on 

the first page of their book. And it is true, because many phenomena have been studied and, 

despite all the findings, there is still no final agreement among the researchers.  

Some general processes seem to appear in the language acquisition, underlying all the 

discussions, theories, assumptions and research. For instance, there is the nature vs. nurture 

discussion as the conflict of theories that a language is acquired because the humans become 

mature enough for the onset of language development to take place and fulfil the need to 

communicate (e.g. the study of developmental milestones by Lenneberg, 2004) and research 

that emphasizes the impact of the environment on the child. Those are, for example, the 

interesting studies of severely isolated children who, therefore, had not acquired language as 

well as they would have without isolation, support the “environmentalist” view (e.g. Curtiss, 

Fromkin, Krashen, Rigler, & Rigler, 2004). 

3.1. First language acquisition 

The first language (L1) is the child’s mother tongue or the native language, “the 

language first learned” (Lightbown & Spada, 2006, p. 199), and it seems that children around 

the world tend to go through a similar process while acquiring it (Lightbown & Spada, 2006, 

p. 1). Although the terms ‘first language’, ‘native language’, ‘primary language’, and ‘mother 

tongue’ are mostly used interchangeably, Saville-Troike (2005, p. 4) notes that some 

differences exist. However, it is added that the simplest explanations would be to refer to the 

L1 as to a language or “languages which are acquired during early childhood – normally 

beginning before the age of about three years – and that they are learned as part of growing up 

among people who speak them” (Saville-Troike, 2005, p. 4). The existence of more languages 

is further discussed in the section on the second language acquisition.  

 As the development of speech and language is closely related to the development of the 

motors skills, Lenneberg (2004, pp. 106–107) came up with developmental milestones in both 
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motor and language/speech development. For example, at the age of 12 weeks, in their motor 

development, babies usually “support(s) head when in prone position; weight is on elbows; 

hands mostly open” and there is no grasp reflex. During the same period, in vocalization and 

language, they cry less than before, smile when communicated with, and “reply” with vowel-

like and pitch-modulated sounds. At the age of 12 months, children walk with the help of others 

and can seat themselves on the floor, and in the speech development they repeat identical 

syllables which lead to the occurrence of the first words. At the same time, they understand 

some words and simple commands. However, those are not the only descriptions of milestones. 

Similar ones have been published specifically for different aspects of first language acquisition 

(Lightbown & Spada, 2006). 

Some studies have even managed to establish the mean order of acquisition of language. 

For example, 14 English language morphemes seem to develop starting with present 

progressive, prepositions ‘in’ and ‘on’, plural, past irregular, to the possessive, uncontractible 

copula, articles, past regular, third person regular. This is followed by the irregular, 

uncontractible auxiliary, and ends with contractible copula and contractible auxiliary (Brown, 

2004). One of Brown’s conclusions is that “while order of development approaches invariance, 

rate of development varies widely” (2004, p. 276). In other words, a certain linguistic form has 

its order of appearance, but the point of appearance is not strictly determined. In further 

research, Brown & Hanlon (2004) confirmed the existence of an order in which language is 

acquired. However, they admitted that it is not yet known how general the sequence is, as well 

as that the acquisition does not necessarily develop from simple to complex units. Also, the 

speech occurring in the child’s environment plays an important role as the frequency of e.g. 

parents’ constructions affects their frequency in a child’s speech.  

 

3.2. Second language acquisition (SLA) 

For Lighbown and Spada (2006, p. 204), second language is any language learned 

which is not the first language, therefore, even the third, fourth etc. Saville-Troike (2005) 

agrees, adding that is also known as a target language (TL), which is at the same time any 

language being learned at a time (2005, p. 2). Additionally, different learner needs have led to 

a more detailed categorization of L2 into: a second language in the sense of “typically an 

official or societally dominant language needed for education, employment, and other basic 
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purposes” (Saville-Troike, 2005, p. 4), often used by minorities or immigrants; a foreign 

language – a second language not necessarily used in the immediate environment, without any 

direct need for it in everyday life, but rather for other needs, such as travelling or as a subject 

in school; a library language – the one which is primarily used for learning, especially by 

reading literature in the non-native language; an auxiliary language, learned for a specific 

purpose in learners’ official function, while their native language remains dominant in the rest 

of their lives; and a language for specific purpose, which “typically focuses only on a narrow 

set of occupation-specific uses and functions” (Saville-Troike, 2005, p. 4), for example 

academic purposes, business, IT, fashion or any other area of purposes. 

In order to look for answers about how and why some learners learn a second language 

more or less successfully, studies of SLA have developed from many other fields, such as 

linguistics, psychology, and their subdisciplines, for example sociolinguistics, social 

psychology etc. (Saville-Troike, 2005). All those fields vary in methods and interpretations, 

but in general, they contribute to the study of SLA. 

Lightbown and Spada (2006) discuss different contexts for language learning, showing 

us how difficult it is to determine one universal description of second language acquisition. For 

example, it is important to consider the learner characteristics, such as number of languages 

learned, cognitive maturity, the state of metalinguistic awareness, the extent of the general 

world knowledge, feelings towards the process of learning (and making mistakes); and the 

other learning conditions, for example requirements of the learning environment, time available 

for learning, amount of corrective feedback given and received, the type of input (modified or 

not) etc. Saville-Troike (2005) defines the difference between the formal or informal setting of 

learning, informal being the exposure to a language of the native speakers in natural, everyday 

situations, and the formal as the environment such as schools where a specified and 

predetermined instruction is received. 

It is reasonable to conclude that the individual differences of learners are truly 

numerous. The learners vary in intelligence, aptitude (“ability to learn quickly”), learning styles 

and strategies, personality characteristics, motivation, attitudes, identity and ethnic group 

affiliation, beliefs, experience, age etc. (Lightbown & Spada, 2006; Saville-Troike, 2005). For 

example, presence of learner anxiety can slow down or even prevent successful language 

learning, high motivation and positive attitude towards the language can help the learning, and 

according to the Critical Period Hypothesis (CPH), children who learn a language during their 
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early age become more fluent than those learners who have started learning after the “critical 

period”. This relationship between the age and success in (first and second) language 

acquisition is not simple, but suggests that “there is a time in human development when the 

brain is predisposed for success in language learning” (Lightbown & Spada, 2006, p. 68). A 

good example comes from immigrant families, where it was noticed that the children often 

reach the native-like fluency in a second language, while parents keep struggling with it 

(Lightbown & Spada, 2006). The possible explanation is that the brain development and the 

innate biological structures help the language acquisition, probably until the end of puberty, 

but the discussions among the researchers also add that other differences between children and 

adults are important to consider as well, e.g. more time children have to devote to language 

learning (Lightbown & Spada, 2006, p. 68). 

In the process of SLA, some researchers discuss the development of an ‘interlanguage’. 

It refers to the stages in L2 development at which the learner still keeps some characteristics of 

his or her L1. Researchers have found some general characteristics belonging to all the 

interlanguage systems (i.e. in various L1-L2 combinations), but those still change a lot, 

especially as learners gain more experience and test their knowledge and use of L2 (Lightbown 

& Spada, 2006, p. 201). 

Another phenomenon is specifically the “influence of a learner's first language 

knowledge in the second language” or the transfer (Lightbown & Spada, 2006, p. 205). Many 

researchers refer to it as to the 'first language influence', as it seems to better depict its 

complexity (Lightbown & Spada, 2006, p. 205). If the transfer is positive, a rule or a structure 

from L1 is successfully used and considered correct or acceptable in L2, while in the negative 

transfer, it is seen as an error, which is why the negative transfer is also referred to as the 

'interference' (Saville-Troike, 2005, p. 19). It is also important to note that an incorrect language 

production is not necessarily seen as an error. In other words, it is necessary to differentiate 

between the inappropriate utterances which are a result of lack of L2 knowledge (referred to as 

errors) and those whose cause is any kind of ‘processing failure’ (referred to as mistakes) 

(Saville-Troike, 2005, p. 39).  

People today tend to know more than one language, often more than two, and many 

start learning some of those in a very early age. If a child starts learning more than one language 

at the same time, it is a ‘simultaneous bilingual’. In contrast, a child who learns another 

language after the onset of the first one is a ‘sequential bilingual’ (Lightbown & Spada, 2006, 
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pp. 25–26; Saville-Troike, 2005, p. 4). Moreover, it is possible to lose one language while 

learning another, which is referred to as ‘subtractive bilingualism’, but if the learners keep 

using one language (“home language”) while learning another, it is referred to as the ‘additive 

bilingualism’ (Lightbown & Spada, 2006, pp. 25–26). If a child starts acquiring more than one 

language at the same time, as in the simultaneous bilingualism, it is possible to say that the 

child has more than one native language, although that rarely happens (Saville-Troike, 2005, 

p. 4). As for the whole research on the language acquisition, it is still a question how 

bilingualism affects the language, cognitive and emotional development of children 

(Lightbown & Spada, 2006). Finally, it is important to note that the term ‘bilingualism’ is used 

for the use of two or more languages in general, but many researchers specify the knowledge 

of more than two languages as ‘multilingualism’ (e.g. Saville-Troike, 2005). 
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4. LEARNING STRATEGIES 

 

According to linguistic theories, language and cognitive skills are learned separately. 

However, in the cognitive theory, acquiring or learning a language is a complex cognitive, 

mental process. Therefore, learners use learning strategies which are “special ways of 

processing information that enhance comprehension, learning and retention of the information” 

(O’Malley & Chamot, 1990, p. 1). Similarly, Oxford (1990, p. 1) defines them as “ steps taken 

by students to enhance their own learning”, as well as “tools for active, self-directed 

involvement, which is essential for developing communicative competence”. There is also the 

possibility to differentiate between learning strategies, which refer to the language acquisition, 

and communication and productions strategies which are more common in language use 

(O’Malley & Chamot, 1990, p. 43).  

O’Malley and Chamot (1990, pp. 25–26) also summarize the three stages of skill 

acquisition, which apply to the language learning: 

 cognitive stage – learners observe, listen to instructions and attempt to study the skill 

consciously and the knowledge is declarative (the learner can explain it verbally); 

 associative stage – errors are gradually eliminated and the skill components are more 

connected due to the knowledge becoming more procedural (stored in long-term 

memory and internalized in production); 

 autonomous stage – the performance becomes almost automatic, without conscious 

planning and processing. 

In this process, learning strategies: are flexible, problem-oriented and specific actions taken by 

the learners; help them to become more self-directed; contribute to the communicative 

competence; directly and indirectly support learning and expand the role of teachers; often are 

conscious but not always observable; and finally, they are under the influence of various factors 

and involve many aspects of the learners (Oxford, 1990, p. 9). 

 Classifications of learning strategies vary among different authors, for example Rubin 

(1981, according to O’Malley & Chamot, 1990) who differentiates between the strategies that 

affect learning directly (clarification/verification, monitoring, memorization, 
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guessing/inductive inferencing, deductive reasoning and practice) and those which contribute 

to it indirectly (creating opportunities for practice and production tricks). There are also 

Naiman et al. (1978, according to O’Malley & Chamot, 1990) who listed five broad categories: 

active task approach, realization of language as a system, realization of a language as a means 

of communication and interaction, management of affective demands and monitoring L2 

performance. However, O’Malley & Chamot (1990) select three categories of learning 

strategies based on the processing level: 

 metacognitive strategies – selective attention, planning, monitoring the task and 

evaluating comprehension; 

 cognitive strategies – rehearsal, organization, inferencing, summarizing, deduction, 

imagery, transfer, and elaboration, used in order to enhance learning; 

 social/affective strategies – cooperation, questioning for clarification and self-talk, used 

mostly in interaction. 

On the other side, Oxford (1990) differentiates between the two major classes of strategies: 

 direct strategies – directly involve the mental processing of the target language in 

different ways: memory, cognitive and compensation strategy groups; 

 indirect strategies – support the target language learning without directly involving it: 

metacognitive, affective and social strategy groups. 

It is important to note that these strategy groups contain even more detailed strategy sets (e.g. 

creating mental linkages in the memory set, overcoming limitations in speaking in the 

compensation set, centering your learning in the metacognitive set, lowering your anxiety in 

the affective set, etc.). Each set contains a list of specific strategies. In other words, those are 

the specific actions performed to enhance learning. In this study, however, the specific 

strategies will be described in the study results and discussion, based on their appearance. For 

the detailed categorization, see Oxford (1990). 

Evidently, all the authors mentioned above recognize the role of communication in 

language learning, as well as different levels of language processing (direct vs. indirect or 

metacognitive vs. cognitive).  
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When it comes to teaching or training learning strategies, the authors seem to agree that 

it should be integrated into different tasks instead of explained separately (O’Malley & 

Chamot, 1990; Oxford, 1990). Still, O’Malley and Chamot (1990) point out that the strategy 

instruction should occasionally be direct in order to help the students become aware of them 

and transfer them to new tasks more easily. 
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5. HEARING IMPAIRED LANGUAGE LEARNERS 

 

Education of children with hearing impairment is organized in special health 

institutions and regular schools. In Croatia, many children attend the SUVAG Polyclinic pre-

school and primary school, with a team of experts regularly available for specific exercises. 

However, if a child with hearing impairment attends a regular school, it is usually supervised 

by a team of expert associates. Such integration not only brings advantages like socializing, 

but also problems such as lack of preparedness of the environment to react adequately to the 

needs of the student.  

 Bakota et al. (2014, p. 39) determine integration as a process of adapting the child to 

the regular education and the majority of learners. Similarly, but in a wider sense, inclusion 

goes on to adapt the school and the society to the needs of a child with special needs, connecting 

the child, parents and the school, together with all the other factors of successful education. 

According to Ivasović & Andrijević Gajić (2008), the disadvantages of inclusion are 

social isolation, lowering the demands for students with special needs, encouraging frustration 

caused by inability to understand others, not offering enough information about other means of 

communication for hearing-impaired students (such as sign language), and possible negative 

experiences with peers. Still, it will give a student a higher possibility of going to a school in 

their hometown and staying with their family, instead of moving to a city where a special 

educational institution is, better education if the integration is well carried out, as well as more 

options while choosing a profession afterward. Dulčić, Pavičić Dokoza, Bakota, Šimunović, 

and Košćec (2013) point out that inclusive education has helped many children since the 1980’s 

to stop being excluded from regular education because of their difficulties. This started a 

demand for investigating the characteristics, procedures, and ways of adapting the educational 

process to the learners with special needs.  

 Ivasović & Andrijević Gajić (2008) reviewed the current state of approaching a deaf or 

a hearing-impaired child in education. While inclusion and integration make it possible for 

them to be included in the society (which is what different international documents related to 

human rights emphasize), they easily turn into segregation if only one aspect of adaptation or 

communication does not function well. In other words, the children should be ready for such 
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environment, the teachers have to be educated and trained to work with their special needs, and 

the other children need to be familiar with the difficulties of the integrated children, so that 

they do not react inappropriately or alienate them. 

For integration and inclusion of hearing impaired learners to be successful, it should 

start as soon as possible, there should not be additional difficulties, and it is recommended that 

a child uses speech as means of communication, so that the speech and language develop as 

much as possible. It is also crucial that there is enough support from the family and the expert 

associates, keeping the motivation and encouraging the working habits of the child (Ivasović 

& Andrijević Gajić, 2008, pp. 14–15). A child with hearing impairment should also receive 

help with time management, be awarded when possible, and in a case of negative feedback, be 

warned appropriately in order to avoid criticizing the child’s personality (Bakota et al., 2014). 

In the case of a foreign language, for example English, Palčić Strčić (as cited in Bakota 

et al., 2014) chooses emotions as the basis for building the motivation for learning and 

communicating. The positive environment will encourage any learner’s progress, which is 

especially useful with hearing-impaired learners. The order of the skills acquired should start 

with the receptive and auditory ones, that means starting with listening and speaking, and 

ending with reading and writing.  

In the SUVAG Polyclinic mentioned above, the method used in acquiring the first (and 

the second language) is the SGAV – structural-global-audio-visual method created by Petar 

Guberina and Paul Rivenc in the 1950-s. This method focuses on the relations between a 

situation-image-context-image-group of words-meaning-sound, which are organized and 

function as a structure (Guberina, 2010, according to Bakota et al., 2014, p. 93). Choosing from 

various other methods that have been developed in the previous decades, Palčić Strčić 

recommends the total physical response (TPR), i.e. verbal communication joined with 

movements. According to the author, it gives a child enough time to reply, at least physically, 

as well as to gain more confidence to reply verbally (as cited in Bakota et al., 2014). 
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6. NARRATIVE ANALYSIS 

 

Narrative skills include a variety of abilities which have been challenging researchers 

worldwide, at the same time providing material with rich ‘language-specific’ and ‘language-

general’ skills (Gagarina et al., 2012, pp. 2–3). Many researchers have recognized the need to 

focus not only on vocabulary, grammar, or phonology individually, but also on overall and 

complex cognitive, language, narrative skills (Boons et al., 2013a, 2013b; Reuterskiöld, 

Hansson, & Sahlén, 2011; Vandewalle, Boets, Boons, Ghesquière, & Zink, 2012). Therefore, 

the growing need for a reliable narrative assessment instrument appeared (Gagarina et al., 2012, 

pp. 2–3). Another reason for such an instrument is the growing number of bilinguals, partially 

because of the rising number of international migrants – 214 million in 2010 and 232 million 

in 2015 (Gagarina et al., 2012, p. 3; International Organization for Migration, 2010, 2015). As 

they usually use a language different from their mother tongue, such an instrument would be a 

universal tool in cross-linguistic studies of bilinguals. 

6.1. Multilingual assessment instrument for narratives (MAIN) 

Multilingual assessment instrument for narratives – MAIN – was developed under the 

COST Action IS0804 ‘Language Impairment in a Multilingual Society: Linguistic Patterns and 

the Road to Assessment’. The purpose of designing this instrument was to “assess narrative 

skills in children who acquire one or more languages from birth or from early age”, but also 

“to screen and identify children at risk for Specific Language Impairment (SLI)” (Gagarina et 

al., 2012). The pilot testing was conducted with more than 550 mono- and bilingual children 

with 15 different languages and their combinations (Gagarina et al., 2012). The pilot testing in 

Croatian and the adaptation of the instrument was done by Hržica and Kuvač Kraljević (2012). 

The basic view of MAIN is that “narrative abilities involve both macrostructure and 

microstructure and they should be examined within a unified framework” (Gagarina et al., 

2012, p. 9). The macrostructure is elicited through the defined story structure, ensured 

structural complexity based on sequences, complete and incomplete episodes, through the 

internal state terms and assessment of comprehension. The information about the 

microstructure is given by the same material and covers a wide range of linguistic aspects, for 

example, narrative length and lexis, syntactic complexity and discourse cohesion, as well as 
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bilingual phenomena, such as code-switching (Gagarina et al., 2012). Other details about the 

process of developing the MAIN are thoroughly described in Gagarina et al. (2012). 
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7. AIMS AND HYPOTHESES 

 

The aim of this study was to evaluate the narrative skills of hearing-impaired language 

learners, both in their L1 – Croatian, and L2 – English, in comparison to the typically 

developing children in the control group. Moreover, the relation between the two languages 

among each group was analysed as well. Secondly, the aim was to identify the learning 

strategies used by the hearing-impaired learners during narration. Additionally, the elicited 

material served as a corpus for the speech and language analysis on different linguistic levels, 

and the obtained results helped to determine and describe possible guidelines for teaching 

hearing-impaired language learners. 

Therefore, this exploratory study aimed to answer the following questions: 

 Do the narrative skills of the hearing-impaired learners, how, and to which extent, differ 

from the typically developing ones? 

 Which strategies do hearing-impaired learners use in narration? 

 What are the most common errors and mistakes in the narration of the hearing-impaired 

learners in L1 and L2? 

Based on the previous findings, it was generally expected that the narrative skills of the hearing-

impaired learners are less advanced than the narrative skills of the typically developed learners. 

However, in order to determine the strategies, errors, and mistakes of the hearing-impaired 

learners, this thesis remained exploratory. 
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8. STUDY 

8.1. Participants 

Bilingual students of primary school participated in this study and were grouped into 

the participants with hearing impairment (HI-group) and the typically developing control group 

(TD-group). The participants of the HI-group were recruited based on the following criteria: 

(1) presence of hearing impairment, regardless of type and degree, (2) current education in a 

regular school, with or without additional assistance, (3) Croatian as L1 and (4) English as L2. 

Because of the exploratory nature of the study, the social status and other abilities were not 

eliminatory. Each participant was then matched with a control, TD-group child based on: (1) 

typical speech and language development without hearing impairment; (2) the same gender and 

(3) being in the equivalent grade of primary school as the respective HI-participant, (4) 

Croatian as L1 and (5) English as L2.  

Regular schools in which students with hearing impairment were included/integrated 

participated in the study, seven in Zagreb and one in Petrinja, all of them in the central region 

of Croatia. An informed consent was obtained from the children’s parents, as every parent 

received a short description of the study and the experiment procedure and a questionnaire for 

the parents (see Appendix 1). Following this, 10 children with hearing impairment (HI-group) 

and 10 typically developing children (TD-group) met the criteria mentioned above and 

participated in the study.  

The chronological age in the HI-group ranged from 9;6 to 15;4, as seen in Table 2, 

while in the TD-group the range was from 8;7 to 15;0. Since the onset of primary school 

education for students with hearing impairment is often delayed, this was also evident among 

the participants in this study, who started their education between the age of 6;3 (HI7) and 9;9 

(HI6), according to the information given by the parents. This resulted in age differences among 

the respective participants in the HI- and TD-groups up to the maximum of 1;3, as the hearing-

impaired students were older among their classmates. For example, the chronological age 

difference between a HI-group member and a TD-group member ranges from 0;2 in 

participants HI8 and TD8a, to 1;3 in participants HI9 and TD9a, with HI-group members being 

older. The delayed onset of education is also the reason why the use of MAIN, the instrument, 

was used with children up to 15 years of age, although being intended for children aged 3 to 

10.  
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There were 4 female and 6 male participants in each group. The HI-group was very 

heterogeneous since the types and degrees of hearing loss generally vary in this population and 

the number of participants in this research was not representative of the whole population. 

Three participants had a cochlear implant, six had other types of hearing aids, two of which 

used them binaurally, and one participant did not use any hearing aid. Tables 2 and 3 present 

the basic demographic information about the HI and the TD-group, respectively. The 

participants are listed beginning with the lowest chronological age at the time of the first 

recording to the highest, which is also the range from the second to the eighth grade of primary 

school. According to the information obtained through the questionnaires, the earliest age of 

the hearing impairment diagnosis was immediately after birth in participant HI1 and the latest 

was 7;0 in HI6. The earliest hearing aid in this group was received by HI1 at the age of 0;8, 

and the latest one at the age of 8;6 by HI4. The first spoken word mostly appeared in the age 

range between 1;2 (participants HI7 and HI8) and 5;0 (participant HI5). The onset of walking 

was mostly regular in comparison to the TD-group, ranging from the age of 0;9 (HI5) to 1;6 

(HI10). Since the information was given by the parents, some might be less precise, but is still 

valuable.  

The general L1 and L2 proficiency of the participants were not assessed. Instead, the 

information given by the parents and the expected proficiency in each grade of the primary 

school was considered. In the questionnaires, only one parent pointed out an onset of learning 

L2 before the beginning of the elementary education (participant TD8 at the age of 5). Also, 

according to the Croatian National Educational Standard (CNES), in eight years of primary 

school the learners should reach the A2 level according to the Common European Framework 

Reference for Languages (CEFR) (Čeliković, 2005; Ministarstvo znanosti, obrazovanja i 

športa, 2006). Therefore, the general proficiency was approximated based on the primary 

school grade the participants were attending. Moreover, the proficiency was expected to be 

higher in each grade.  
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Table 2. Demographic information of participants with hearing impairment (HI-group). 

 
HI1 HI2 HI3 HI4 HI5 HI6 HI7 HI8 HI9 HI10 

chronological 

age* 

9;6 9;8 9;10 10;11 11;9 12;5 12;9 12;11 14;2 15;4 

school grade 2nd  2nd  2nd  3rd  4th  5th  6th  6th  6th  8th  

gender F M F M M F M M F M 

type of hearing 

loss 

hearing 

loss 

bilateral 

deafness 

bilateral 

deafness 

hearing 

loss 

bilateral 

deafness 

hearing 

loss 

hearing 

loss 

deafness hearing 

loss 

hearing 

loss 

30% 

degree of 

hearing loss - 

right ear (dB) 

70dB no data 70-

120dB 

75-

90dB 

110dB 30dB no data 90dB  - no data 

degree of 

hearing loss - 

left ear (dB) 

70dB no data 70-

120dB 

5dB 110dB 30dB no data 65dB 38dB no data 

hearing aid hearing 

aid 

cochlear 

implant 

cochlear 

implant 

hearing 

aid 

cochlear 

implant 

BTE 

hearing 

aid 

hearing 

aid 

2 BTE 

hearing 

aids 

no 2 BTE 

hearing 

aids 

HI diagnosis 

(age) 

0;0 no data 1;3 3;6 2;6 7;0 3;0 3;0 5;0 3;0 

first hearing 

aid (age) 

0;8 2;8 2;10 8;6 2;6 7;0 3;0 5;0  - 3;0 

first spoken 

word (age) 

2;0 3;0 4;0 4;6 5;0 1;3 1;2 1;2 2;0 2;0 

onset of 

walking (age) 

1;5 no data 1;0 1;1 0;9 0;10 1;0 1;0 1;3 1;6 

* (at the time of the first session) 

 

Table 3. Demographic information of participants in the control group (TD). 

 
TD1 TD2 TD3 TD4 TD5 TD6 TD7 TD8 TD9 TD10 

chronological 

age* 

8;7 8;8 9;2 9;9 11;2 11;8 13;1 13;1 12;11 15;0 

school grade 2nd  2nd  2nd  3rd  4th  5th  6th  6th  6th  8th  

first spoken 

word (age) 

1;0 0;6 0;6 1;3 no 

data 

no 

data 

0;7 0;11 0;6 0;9 

onset of 

walking (age) 

0;9 0;11 1;1 1;1 1;1 0;10 0;11 0;11 1;2 0;11 

* (at the time of the first session) 

 

8.2. Test materials, procedure, and scoring 

The narrative skills in this study were evaluated by the Multilingual assessment 

instrument for narratives – MAIN (Gagarina et al., 2012). It consists of four stories (about a 
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cat, a dog, baby goats and baby birds), each in six-picture sequences, which are suitable for 

testing children both in narrative comprehension and production skills (see Figure 3). It starts 

with a background questionnaire which serves to select and evaluate the participants. For this 

study, additional questions regarding hearing were added (see Appendix 1). Next, three modes 

of elicitation are available – retelling after listening to a model story, telling (story generation) 

and retelling. The additional mode is answering a set of comprehension questions focused on 

isolated components – story structure and internal states of the characters.  

The material in English and Croatian language was used, as the participants were tested 

in their L1 and L2. For all the participants, L1 was tested first. This decision was made because 

the first meeting was more stressful to the HI participants and the introduction to the procedure 

was more effective in the Croatian language. The time between the two recordings was two 

weeks in average. This ensured the lack of influence of the first two stories on the second two, 

since the sequences are similar. All the participants still expressed familiarity with the 

procedure of the recording.  

Based on the instrument instructions, in each language a research participant was asked 

to:  

(1) listen to a model story with picture support; 

(2) retell the story it had heard, with picture support; 

(3) answer a list of questions about the story; 

(4) look at a new sequence of pictures; 

(5) narrate the story alone, only based on the given pictures; 

(6) answer a list of questions about the new story. 
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Figure 3. A six-picture sequence for the story about a cat. (Gagarina et al., 2012) 

All the sessions were recorded with a high-quality Zoom H4n Handy Recorder in 

mostly quiet rooms, such as school libraries or expert associates’ offices. The recordings were 

then transcribed and further analysed. The analysis was done on the macro and micro level. On 

the macro level, the focus was on the narrative skills and the overall structure of the narrative. 

The narrative skills in L1 and L2 and the structure were assessed with the predefined scoring 

sheets of the instrument. Each pre-determined story has its own scoring sheet in which it is 

necessary to mark whether a child mentioned a specific setting, internal state (IST) as initiating 

an event or a reaction, goal (G), attempt (A) and an outcome (O) of a character’s action. For 

each mentioned element of the story, one point is assigned. In the scoring sheets, the maximum 

number of points is 17 for the narrative production and 10 for the comprehension. 

Consequently, the results of each participant for each narration and comprehension were 

recalculated into percentages, in order to be comparable among the two skills. For an example 

of a scoring sheet, see Appendix 2. In the micro level analysis, the learning strategies were 

identified in the transcripts and later discussed and categorized. Those findings mainly arose 

from the error analysis, leading to descriptions of the main characteristics of the HI and TD 

participants’ language in both Croatian and English. 
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9. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

Characteristics of individual participants create the general picture of the group, which 

is why the following results will be presented individually, and then compared between the 

groups. Each participant’s background data is included to interpret the language characteristics 

and the testing results. Also, the participants who follow similar L1-L2 tendencies are presented 

first, followed by those whose results differ in ways discussed below. In the description of 

general tendencies, the speech and language characteristics are described first, followed by the 

learning strategies, and finally, leading to the tendencies in L1 and L2 narrative skills. 

9.1. The case-study approach 

Table 4. Average result of each participant in the HI-group in all experimental tasks. 

 
HI1 HI2 HI3 HI4 HI5 HI6 HI7 HI8 HI9 HI10 

CROATIAN – retelling after a model story  

Structure 65% 65% 47% 71% 59% 47% 41% 53% 29% 47% 

Comprehension  80% 80% 70% 70% 20% 50% 90% 90% 60% 80%  
                    

CROATIAN - telling 

Structure 41% 47% 47% 35% 41% 18% 41% 47% 41% 59% 

Comprehension  60% 100% 80% 80% 70% 90% 100% 70% 80% 50%  
                    

ENGLISH – retelling after a model story  

Structure 0% 18% 24% 53% 29% 0% 41% 53% 0% 0% 

Comprehension  0% 30% 0% 70% 20% 20% 80% 100% 50% 0%  
                    

ENGLISH – telling 

Structure 0% 6% 29% 53% 0% 0% 59% 47% 0% 0% 

Comprehension  0% 20% 0% 70% 10% 0% 70% 60% 0% 0% 

 

Participants HI1, HI2 and HI3 are the youngest participants; they belong to the same 

age group and are attending the same, second year of primary school. As can be seen in Table 

4, participant HI1 has a high average result in Croatian, but the lowest average result in English. 

As seen in Table 2, she started primary school at the age of 7;11, and despite the parents 

claiming that there are no other hearing impairment cases in the family, information given by 

the speech therapist working with the child explains that it has been common in the family 
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history. She started learning English at the age of 8 at school, which could explain the low level 

of the narrative skills. Also, trying to narrate the story in English, she only managed to name 

the main animals (dog, sheep – instead of a goat), and remained silent, showing lack of 

vocabulary, especially verbs. On the other side, early diagnosis, immediately after birth, 

combined with the first hearing aid received at the age of 0;8 and rehabilitation starting at the 

age of 1;0, might have led to the narrative skills in Croatian close to the respective member of 

the control group.  

Participant HI2 has achieved the highest average score in Croatian (structure and 

comprehension combined), but also a low average result in English. He was born deaf, but 

received a cochlear implant at the age of 2;8. Being in rehabilitation ever since, the child has 

achieved the highest proficiency in Croatian among the whole HI-group, using more complex 

sentence which include even adjectives, despite the errors in noun case, e.g. “I onda, mačka je 

fino jela i okusna je svježe me, riba” (Eng. And then the cat ate well and the fish is tasty and 

fresh). 

This relation between the narrative skills in Croatian and English continues with the 

participant HI3, whose result is slightly lower than the one of the previous participant, but still 

in the expected range. She was diagnosed with severe to profound bilateral deafness at the age 

of 1;3, received a cochlear implant at the age of 2;1, has been in rehabilitation ever since, and 

started primary school at the age of 8. Here, the tendency of the narrative skills in L1 and L2 

increasing and decreasing together is visible, as the average difference between the two 

languages is almost the same (around 55%). The sentences in Croatian are occasionally 

complex, such as “I pas je vidio kobasice, meso, htio ga pojesti, voli jesti kobasice” (Eng. And 

the dog saw the sausages, meat, wanted to eat it, likes to eat sausages) or “Dječak je vidio pas, 

i mislio je da je slomio na glavu” (Eng. The boy saw the dog and thought that the dog had 

broken its head). English, on the other side, remains simple with the simple SV or SVO 

sentences, e.g. “Cat is look birds” or “Ball is in water”. 

The narrative skills of participant HI5 in the Croatian language are the lowest of all in 

the HI-group, followed by the developing tendency of a lower level of narrative skills in 

English. He is a student of the fourth grade and a sibling of participant HI2. Diagnosed with 

profound deafness at the age of 2;6, receiving a cochlear implant and joining rehabilitation at 

the age of 3, the child spoke the first word only at the age of 5. He joined primary school at the 

age of 10, previously being in a special school. The speech still lacks grammatical elements 
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(e.g. lack of conjunction “dječak je bio sretan, pas jeo kobasice” – Eng. “boy was happy, dog 

ate sausages”; changing the noun gender “balon je otišao u drvo a dječak uzvikno, o ne moja 

balona” – Eng. “the balloon (m.) went into the tree and the boy shouted, oh no my balloon 

(f.)”), combined with various phonological problems (e.g. raising intonation), which could 

have been affected by the late diagnosis and therapy.  

Participant HI6, who is attending the fifth grade, is very specific since her hearing 

impairment is mild. However, all the members of the closer family (parents, a sibling, 

grandparents) are deaf, which caused the child to develop less intelligible speech typical for 

people with deafness (Horga & Liker, 2006), especially with fricatives and affricates 

substituted by other sound with lower (noise) frequencies (Liker, Mildner, & Šindija, 2007). 

The child’s narrative skills in Croatian are slightly below the expected curve according to the 

age, but with narrative skills in English are one of the three lowest, especially due to her speech 

not being intelligible, e.g.” one / hm / (incomprehensible) / (incomprehensible) / baby / hm / 

dog / hm / is, baby / dog is (incomprehensible) / baby”. The mother stated that the child was 

not using the sign language, but the expert service in the child’s school confirmed that it did 

occasionally. The child was diagnosed with the hearing impairment at the age of 7, and has 

been in rehabilitation ever since. Also, the parents expressed worry that she would not socialize 

well, what is an important factor in speech and language development. 

In accordance with the visible tendency, for participant HI9, a student of the sixth grade, 

the narrative skills in L1 are average for this group, but with L2 evidently lower. In the L2 

narration, she uses L1-L2 combinations, such as “what is happen izgubio (=lost) boys and dog” 

and “baloon is in drvo” (=in the tree). She was diagnosed with mild hearing impairment on 

the left side at the age of 5, as the parents were worried because of her unintelligible speech. 

Also, the hearing impairment was probably caused by very common ear infections in the early 

childhood. However, the child does not use a hearing aid, and the expert services confirm that 

some additional intellectual difficulties have been present in the child’s development, because 

of which she has a personal assistant during the lessons.  

Finally, participant HI10 is the oldest in the HI-group, attending the eigth grade, but he 

was not able to tell or retell a story in English. The hearing impairment is mild, according to 

the information given by the parents who specified it as a loss of 30%. Since the child has been 

using two hearing aids, the loss seems more severe and this information has to be considered 

carefully. Diagnosed at the age of 3, joining rehabilitation 2 years later, the child started school 
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at the age of 8. The boy himself explains that there is not enough support in the school it has 

been attending, especially in English where the demands are minimal and the focus is only on 

writing and translating texts. In the first story in English, he only managed to name the cat and, 

after a long break, asked to stop the experiment. In Croatian, besides the case misuse and 

grammatical errors, it is interesting to note that he used the noun people for happy animals, in 

the example “a ptica i male ptičice su sretni ljudi” (Eng. and the bird and the small birds are 

happy people). The parents also stated that the child has been using sign language when 

necessary, but this was not evident during the experiment. 

On the other side, three participants in the HI-group do not follow the tendency of the 

narrative skills in L1 being in average 55% higher than those in L2. For example, the narrative 

skills of participant HI4 (who is attending the third grade) in L1 and L2 are almost the same. It 

is important to note that this is not based on accuracy, but the ability to communicate in a 

language, i.e. using the vocabulary needed to get the message across. This participant has 

expressed a surprising motivation for communicating, being very talkative and surpassing the 

expected length of narration, by adding quotes, exclamations and other additions to the stories, 

e.g. “Kad je dječak reko, kad je dječak vidio bano, balon, onda je reko: O ne, moj balon! Šta 

ću sad?” (Eng. When the boy said, when the boy saw the balloon, then he said: Oh no, my 

balloon! What will I do now?) and “And, cat, cat are in the dinger, and, and, dogs are help, 

angry and said: wow, wow...wow, wow”. The child explained that it liked telling stories and 

the parents noted that it tells stories almost every day. This must have caused the narrative 

skills in English being almost the same as in Croatian, although it was diagnosed with unilateral 

severe deafness at the age of 3;6 and the rehabilitation started at the age of 4. The parents 

reacted because of the late first word, which occurred later at the age of 4;6. The child received 

a hearing aid at the age of 8;6, and has been using it for only a shorter part of a day.  

Similarly to the participant HI4, participant HI7, a sixth-grade student, developed the 

narrative skills in English close to those in Croatian. Since the diagnosis of bilateral hearing 

impairment was stated at the age of 3, which is also when the first hearing aid was received, 

the reason could lie in the milder impairment, which was unfortunately not explained by the 

parents. However, since the child is actually not using the hearing aid anymore, this seems to 

be the most possible explanation. 

Participant HI8, also in the sixth grade, also achieved one of the highest results in both 

languages. In fact, average narrative skills in L1 and L2 are the same. It is interesting that the 
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participant was diagnosed with severe deafness on the right side and moderately severe 

impairment on the left side, started rehabilitation at the age of 4, received a hearing aid at the 

age of 5, but managed to start regular school at the age of 7 and reach such proficiency. In L1, 

the sentences are complex, e.g. “hm, i na kraju, hm, dječak je ulovio loptu, a mačka se fino 

najela riba” (Eng. At the end, the boy caught the ball and the cat ate the fish well), and there 

is occasional reduction of words, e.g. “gledo” instead of “gledao” or “išo” instead of “išao”. In 

L2, the main error is the use of wrong or wrogly formed tense, e.g. “hm, boy hm was hm come 

back to the house” and “and he buy many lot of sausages and one balloon”. However, this did 

not affect the focus on all the important story elements, ensuring the good score in L2 as well. 

This indicates that more than just hearing is important in the development of language, for 

example cognitive maturity and progress in rehabilitation. 

 

9.2. General tendencies 

9.2.1. Speech and language characteristics 

The most common characteristics that occurred during the narration in both Croatian 

and English as part of the experiment will be presented in the following section. 

Overall, Croatian as the L1 in this case was less influenced by errors and mistakes in 

comparison to English, at least on the phonological level. On higher levels, sometimes there 

was not enough data, for example, for syntactical analysis, as the lower level of narrative skills 

lead to shorter utterances in English in general. In the order of frequency, the most common 

characteristic in L1 of the whole HI-group were disfluencies, particularly repetitions and 

corrections (e.g. “i tu, i tu vidimo kako lisica je vidla te, te male... ovčice, i velikog ovana”), 

followed by pauses (e.g. “iii || i onda || sestra i brat i tata su veseli”), the neutral vowel and 

prolonged other vowels (evident in the previous example as well). Also, all the participants 

made mistakes in grammar, mostly in verb tenses, number, noun cases and gender, causing 

errors in subject-verb agreement. In some previous studies (Mildner, Šindija, & Horga, 2003), 

this was very common as well and it sometimes affected overall intelligibility. Another 

common characteristic was the use of new words or correct words in inappropriate contexts. 

Also, the majority of participants used a quote or an exclamation at some point, adding 

conversation to their narration. Occasionally, the word order was changed, speech was 
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unintelligible, or the local speech was used (sometimes evident in reductions expected in a very 

informal speech).  

More specifically, the prosodic aspect of the hearing-impaired learners’ speech was 

very interesting because it varies – sometimes the speech was slow and full of disfluencies (e.g. 

“hm, dakle, mačka je... hm, mačka je je jednom vidla kako, kako je, kako jedan žuti leptir sjedi 

na grmlju”), and sometimes surprisingly fast, but still with corrections and repetitions (e.g. 

“Imao je šlape, poput kros, aa, poput kroksica”, “I ti, tica ga je ganjala, ganjala, dok je on 

nije otišo / On je otišo i izgubio se, iz, iz, i sve je bilo normalno, os, o / I sve je bilo normalno 

osim kad je ono malo tele završilo u vo, osim kad je malo tele bilo u vodi / Ni, nije bilo u voli, 

vodi, nego je bio van na travi”). Pauses, logical or planning, together with the neutral vowel, 

seem to be the most common disfluencies. In cases of some participants, staccato speech was 

present, pausing after every or every second word (e.g. “a dječak je, gledao pas, i, spustio ruko, 

balona”). Moreover, the general intonation of the utterances often did not follow a logical 

pattern, i.e. it seemed to be disconnected from the textual content of the utterances. 

Occasionally, a dialect was present (e.g. “odlučil”, “boljel”, “uhvatil”), although 

regular rehabilitation resulted in the standard variety of Croatian being the most present. This 

presence of a dialect, however, proves that the environment is not neglected and should be 

taken into consideration even more. 

On the morphological level, there were mistakes in using cases (e.g. “I mačka je 

skočila, do, grmlje”), tenses and grammatical morphemes (e.g. “Jedan brat koza jede, jedu 

travu”, “Jedan vrabac gledao, ugledao lisice koze”), in general and combined with various 

inversions of words or parts of utterances. One of the most unintelligible examples was „a 

sestra se uplašila da pojesti lisicu uhvatiti”, which could be roughly translated as “and sister 

scared to eat fox catch”. Similar incorrect cases and gender were reported by Mildner, Šindija, 

& Horga (2003) in comparison of young cochlear implant and hearing aid users. Finally, 

correctly pronounced and formed words were sometimes used in a wrong context. For example, 

saying that “pas je udario mozak”, which meant that the dog hit his brain, is a clear example 

of a compensation strategy when a child uses the closest possible word in a situation when it 

does not reach the most suitable one. In this case, the dog hitting his head instead of the brain. 

Not surprisingly, on the phonological level, faulty pronunciation of consonants was 

evident, primarily sigmatism, and occasionally rhoticism, especially in the participants with a 
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cochlear implant. Although the material in this study was not precisely acoustically analysed, 

vowels, fricatives and affricates of some participants followed the tendencies found by Mildner 

& Liker (2008). More commonly, words were unintelligible, or there was an ongoing process 

of speech development evident in wrong word forms, such as gladnošća (=hunger, instead of 

glad), koz (=goat, instead of koza), jana (=lamb, istead of janje), tica (=bird, instead of ptica).  

In the English language, it seems that the pronunciation is a common deficit, partially 

expected for such an age, but with mistakes still more unusal in some case. For example, cat 

pronounced as /kat/, birds as /birds/, favorite as /favorit/, /aterfi:/ instead of a butterfly, know 

without making the /k/ silent. The most prominent difficulty seemed to be naming actions. 

Even the participants with the lowest level of narrative skills in English managed to name some 

animals, but were unable to express the actions they were doing. For example, the participants 

HI1, HI6 and HI10 managed to name the dog, mouse, cat and the balloon in the pictures. 

Therefore, it is important to acknowledge this presence of nouns.  

The disfluencies were common in L2 as well, both in short (e.g “cat, is, in the, bush”) 

and longer utterances (e.g “aha one day, hm, the one, one dog, hm....”, “and, and, one dog 

saw, saw the, saw, saw cat”, “hm, when he wa-want catch him, mouse, hm, was, hm, run”, 

“but dog, he is look at, and want to help, help a the, he wants to help, the birds”). However, 

this also shows that they are aware of their mistakes and rely on trial and error during the speech 

production. 

The most important finding in this analysis were the compensation strategies used in 

narrating. Besides the expected pauses of planning, corrections, and repetitions, it was 

interesting to note that some participants used onomatopoeias such as the one in the sentence 

“dog was bam in tree”. One participant even used some swear words in quoting what the 

characters were saying to each other, which indicates how receptive even hearing-impaired 

learners can be to different languages, not only the L1. Also, the use of Croatian was very 

common, which supports the finding that they were more proficient in it, but adds that it has 

become their tool for other languages as such. For example, despite being instructed about the 

procedure and warned about the forbidden use of Croatian, some participants used it in places 

of words they simply could not think of in English, for example “a dog je (=is) happy”, “a dog 

vidi (=sees) cat”, “baloon is in drvo (=tree)”, “boy se izgubio balon (=lost the balloon)”. 

Sometimes the participants did not seem to be aware of such use, but it was mostly their way 

out of an uncomfortable situation of not knowing the right words. Sometimes, emotions were 
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replaced with a related concept, e.g., “cat is winner” in a situation where a cat was happy 

because it managed to steal food. Interference of the languages also often appeared. For 

example, it seemed that the children’s utterances were translated directly from Croatian, such 

as „yes” in the role of the Croatian conjunction “da” (=in order to), e.g. “cat look birds yes is 

eat”. Occasionally, the past simple tense in English was formed with the addition of the 

auxiliary verb “be”, as it appears in Croatian, e.g. “cat is look fish”, “he was catch”, “the black 

birds was see a fox”. Finally, an interesting compensation was forming new words, a strategy 

present in many language learners testing their own hypotheses about a language. In the case 

of the participants with hearing impairment in this research, examples such as “to catchen the 

goats”, “liss” or “lisnc” for a fox, based on the Croatian “lisica”, appeared. 

In other words, pauses, repetitions, and corrections remained the most common 

disfluencies, even in L2, followed by errors in grammar as well. Next, many of the participants 

made the most mistakes in new word formation, use of their L1, omitting the verbs and 

mispronunciation of words.  

 

9.2.2. Learning strategies 

Compensation strategies mentioned above are often used by language learners because 

they enable them “to use the new language for either comprehension od production despite 

limitations in knowledge” (Oxford, 1990, p. 47). That is why the participants evidently used 

them and some other learning strategies during the experiment. For example, evaluation, i.e. 

checking comprehension after language production (O’Malley & Chamot, 1990). Although the 

instructions were clear and the experimenter was neutral, the participants used to occasionally 

check the experimenter’s reaction, especially when they were not sure whether their utterance 

was correct (e.g. whether an animal is a goat or a sheep). These insecurities also led them to 

deducing, or applying previously acquired rules to the new context and words (O’Malley & 

Chamot, 1990), as well as the transfer, “using known linguistic information to facilitate a new 

learning task” (O’Malley & Chamot, 1990, p. 46). This is how the above mentioned new words 

were coined, both in L1 and L2. According to Oxford (1990), these would also be cognitive 

strategies of analysing and deducing. Sometimes, despite the instructions, the participants tried 

questioning for clarification, and after being rejected because of the testing procedure, some of 

them turned to a form of self-talk, whispering possibilities or commenting the task (O’Malley 
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& Chamot, 1990). However, the compensation strategies stayed the most common. Based on 

categorization given by Oxford (1990, p. 48), the hearing impaired learners tried guessing by 

using linguistic and other clues, as well as overcoming limitations by: switching to the mother 

tongue, getting help (although rejected), adjusting the message, coining words and using 

similar or in any way related words. Finally, some even partially or completely avoided the 

communication, asking for the narration to be over, usually because they did not know any 

other way of describing the activities. 

When summarized, these results are partially in accordance with the study conducted 

by O’Malley et al. (according to O'Malley & Chamot, 1990) on the beginning and intermediate 

ESL students. Their participants also used planning, monitoring and evaluation, as well as 

translation, recombination of the known elements in a new way, and finally, questioning for 

clarification. Also, Oxford (1990) listed the most common strategy sets for each language skill 

(reading, listening, writing and speaking). According to this list, the most useful sets for 

speaking in each strategy group are: 

 memory: creating mental linkages, applying images to sound and reviewing well; 

 cognitive: practicing, receiving and sending messages, analysing and reasoning;  

 compensation: overcoming limitations in speaking and writing; 

 metacognitive: centering your learning, arranging and planning your learning, 

evaluating your learning; 

 affective: lowering your anxiety, encouraging yourself, taking your emotional 

temperature; 

 and social: asking questions, cooperating with others and empathizing with others. 

More specifically, both in this study and the Oxford’s list (1990), learners use: 

 repeating, translating and transferring (cognitive strategy group),  

 switching to the mother tongue, getting help, avoiding communication partially or 

totally, adjusting or approximating the message, coining words, using a circumlocution 

or a synonym (compensation strategy group), 

 self-monitoring and self-evaluating (metacognitive strategy group). 

Therefore, the compensation strategies remained the most numerous ones among the 

hearing-impaired learners, while the memory, affective and social strategies were the least used 
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ones. This can be explained by the structured task which could not be prepared in advance and 

there was no interaction related to the task specifically. As described in the testing procedure, 

the participants had to narrate the stories based on pictures, and the examiner was only allowed 

to encourage the narration using predetermined neutral prompts. 

 

9.2.3. L1 vs L2 

In general, among the participants in the HI-group, the narrative skills in Croatian were 

on a higher level than those in English. More specifically, retelling based on the model story 

was mostly more successful than narrating. Figure 4 offers more insight into the relations of 

the L1 and the L2 of the hearing-impaired participants. First of all, for neither of the languages 

is there an obvious correlation with the age and grade, i.e. higher age or attending a higher 

grade of primary school does not necessarily mean better narrative skills. Still, for 7 out of 10 

participants there is a 30-60 percentage points of difference between the narrative skills in L1 

and L2, as can be seen in Figure 4. For the other 3, the average narrative skills levels are below 

10 percentage points of a difference. For the participant HI8, the average narrative skills levels 

are even equal (65%). In other words, there is no difference between his L1 and L2. 

 

Figure 4. Average results of the HI-group for structure and comprehension in retelling 

the model story and narrating in each language. 
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In the control group, similar tendencies occur in the comparison of L1 and L2. As seen 

in Table 5, the narrative skills in L1 exceed the one in L2, with participant TD3 not being able 

to gain any points in English. Answering comprehension questions was again more successful 

than retelling or narrating based on the given pictures, with only participant TD4 achieving 

slightly better opposite result. 

Unlike the HI-group, the control group shows the tendency of age/school grade and 

narrative skills visibly correlating. As seen in Figure 5, this is most evident in L1, with slight 

variations. The development of the L2 narrative skills among the TD-group participants seems 

to have the same tendency. Nevertheless, it is more important to notice that the L1 and L2 

narrative skills difference is mostly up to 10 percentage points, with only participants TD3, 

TD4 and TD6 as exceptions. Their L1 to L2 difference ranges from 31% for TD6 to 70% for 

TD3, in favour of Croatian (L1). Surprisingly, participant TD1 even achieved a better result in 

English (L2) than in Croatian (L1). 

 

Table 5. Average result of each participant in the TD-group in all experimental tasks. 

 
TD1 TD2 TD3 TD4 TD5 TD6 TD7 TD8 TD9 TD10 

CROATIAN – retelling after a model story  

Structure 47% 59% 76% 47% 82% 65% 65% 71% 65% 59% 

Comprehension  90% 90% 70% 80% 90% 90% 90% 100% 80% 80% 

CROATIAN - telling 

Structure 53% 35% 53% 59% 59% 47% 59% 59% 47% 65% 

Comprehension  70% 100% 80% 100% 90% 90% 100% 100% 60% 100% 

ENGLISH – retelling after a model story 

Structure 47% 47% 0% 29% 76% 35% 53% 47% 41% 71% 

Comprehension  70% 70% 0% 0% 100% 40% 90% 100% 70% 80% 

ENGLISH – telling 

Structure 53% 59% 0% 29% 41% 41% 65% 65% 53% 65% 

Comprehension  100% 100% 0% 20% 80% 50% 90% 100% 80% 100% 
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Figure 5. Average results of the TD-group for structure and comprehension in retelling 

the model story and narrating in each language. 

 

By observing the results for the two groups together, in Figure 6a and 6b, the general 

presumptions are confirmed. Generally, the narrative skills in L1 are better than the one in L2, 

and the results of the HI-group in both languages are lower than the ones of the control group. 

In studies by Boons et al. (2013a and 2013b) of school-aged children with cochlear implants 

and their peers, participants with cochlear implants also produced less narrative elements that 

the control group. Still, in the L1 vs L2 comparison, the presence of three opposing tendencies 

in each group, when the participants’ narrative skills in English were far away from the 

tendencies of the rest of the group, emphasize the fact that results of groups of that size are 

necessarily heterogeneous, especially when it comes to a group of hearing-impaired 

participants. This is also what makes any detailed statistical analysis unlikely to be successful 

at this point, which was predicted at the beginning of the research. 
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a)

 

b) 

 

Figure 6. Average results of the HI- and the TD-group for (a) the Croatian and (b) the 

English language. 
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The basis for partially heterogeneous results lies in the heterogeneity of the participants 

already mentioned above. However, it seems that the results could be considered as for the 

speech and language skills in general, regardless of language. In other words, this could explain 

the tendencies where better or worse narrative skills in one language were followed by a similar 

trend in the other language, to a smaller or bigger extent. It seems that a higher average result 

in L1 positively correlates with a higher average in L2, and vice versa. Further statistical 

analysis on a larger participant group should focus on these tendencies.  

The individual results can be explained by the different degrees of hearing impairment 

in the HI-group, as well as varying support they are receiving in their schools. For both groups, 

the school grade they attend must be kept in mind, as much as the competences of their teachers, 

or aptitude of the learners themselves. In a larger sample, those individual differences would 

still be interfering variables and would have to be treated as such.  
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10. CONCLUSIONS 

 

The aim of this thesis was to evaluate the narrative skills of hearing impaired students 

in their L1 and L2, as well as identify the learning strategies they use during narration. In the 

analysis, the characteristics of their speech and language were described. 

The assumptions that the narrative skills in the first language would be better than the 

ones in the second language proved to be correct for the majority of the participants. Moreover, 

the narrative skills of the hearing-impaired learners were on a lower level than the ones of the 

control group. The general tendencies were not in favour of the hearing-impaired learners, 

proving the significance of the problem’s complexity. Nevertheless, we must take into 

consideration that the number of participants caused the individual differences to sometimes 

be more varied than the differences between the two groups, making it more difficult to draw 

a clear conclusion. This also sends a message that each child has to be approached individually, 

especially when it comes to children with different types and degrees of hearing impairment.  

This individuality is evident in the speech of the hearing-impaired learners. It varies in 

complexity, but in both languages, the most common feature were disfluencies (repetitions, 

corrections, pauses, prolonged vowels). Another aspect was grammar, including the use of 

nouns and verbs, where difficulties in tenses, gender, number and the subject-verb agreement 

occurred. In the process of finding the right expressions, new words were formed, sometimes 

further from the original, while sometimes only with slight variations. Additionally, some 

words were simply mispronounced, while some participants had sygmatism or rhoticism. 

However, all this does not mean that the narratives remained too simple, some participants 

included quotes and exclamations, adding more conversation to the stories. It is also important 

to note that even the participants with the lowest narrative skill level managed to name the 

animals and objects in the pictures, despite the inability to describe the actions. 

Based on the results, the learning strategies used the most were the compensation 

strategies. The majority of language characteristics supported this finding since the cognitive 

processing became evident in the participants’ language. For example, the participants coined 

new words, switched to their L1 during the narration in L2, and even tried asking for help. 
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Further research must include more participants, in order to make it possible to group 

them according to the various characteristics of their hearing impairment, hearing age etc. In 

the future, the control group could be improved by choosing the participants whose 

chronological age is closer to the age of the hearing-impaired participants, regardless of the 

school grade they are in. Moreover, the hearing-impaired learners who are attending regular 

schools could be compared to their peers in special health institutions. Also, the length of 

utterances should be quantified and the qualitative analysis should be expanded in order to 

specify the language and speech characteristics more precisely. 

Finally, it must be acknowledged that more research into inclusion and integration is 

needed. With multilingualism being more and more common and foreign languages necessary 

more than ever before, further research should adapt to the needs of this environment. 

Moreover, speaking is the language skill which is used the most, as language users are often 

referred to as language “speakers”. If we acknowledge all those presumptions and see language 

teachers as media which help learners to develop their skills, we also have to accept the fact 

that special needs of the learners ask for special methods. Obviously, the speech and language 

characteristics, as well as the strategies used by learners with hearing impairment, differ from 

the ones of the typically developing learners. Based on that, we cannot negate the existing 

limits of their learning process, as well as some skills in general. Accepting that means 

approaching this process from an appropriate perspective and making it possible to advance in 

developing the speech and language skills of the hearing-impaired learners. Encouraging 

inclusion also means combining teaching students with different abilities, which is why 

research should provide as many constructive findings as possible for teachers to use in 

practice. This thesis has tried to make another step in this field of research, at the same time 

opening more valuable questions and directions.  
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SUMMARY  

Proficiency and learning strategies of hearing impaired learners 

Learning the first language is often a great challenge for children with hearing impairment. 

Moreover, learning another language is often seen as a difficulty, even not recommended at an 

early age in order to not interfere with the first language acquisition. However, multilingualism 

seems to be growing today, and the last available data suggests that in 2013 there were over 

1,200 children with hearing impairment in Croatia, making 3.6% of children with disabilities. 

In the population of people with hearing impairment, 11% are the children up to the age of 19, 

although it is present in all age groups. 

Education of children with hearing impairment is organized in special health institutions, such 

as The SUVAG Polyclinic, and regular schools. If a child with hearing impairment attends a 

regular school, it is usually supervised by a team of expert associates. This not only brings 

advantages like socializing, but also problems such as lack of preparedness of the environment 

to react adequately to the needs of the student. 

For these reasons, this research focuses on the narrative and comprehension skills in the first 

and the second language of hearing impaired and typically developing native speakers of 

Croatian (L1), with English as their foreign language (L2). Their proficiency in both languages 

is determined by using a predefined Multilingual assessment instrument for narratives (MAIN, 

2012) – an instrument which had never been used in a published research on hearing impaired 

learners in Croatia before. Next, the learning strategies are observed, and additionally, the main 

differences on different linguistic levels are described. 

The results of the research have shown the expected advantage of the typically developing 

group in both languages, but in some cases not as much as it was expected. The main conclusion 

is the need to approach each child individually, as the individual differences inside one group 

are occasionally higher than in comparison to the other group. Also, the qualitative analysis 

shows characteristics of the language and speech of the children with hearing impairment. 

which can not only help the further research, but also give a good feedback to the (English) 

language teachers about this specific learning situation. 

Keywords: MAIN, narratives, hearing impairment, SLA 
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SAŽETAK 

Jezične vještine i strategije učenja učenika sa slušnim oštećenjem 

Djeci sa slušnim oštećenjem usvajanje prvog jezika često je velik izazov. Uz to, učenje još 

nekog jezika često se i ne preporučuje u ranoj dobi, kako taj process ne bi ometao otežan razvoj 

prvog jezika. Međutim, potreba za višejezičnošću danas raste, a prema posljednjim podacima, 

2013. je u Hrvatskoj bilo više od 1200 djece sa slušnim oštećenjem, što je oko 3,6% djece s 

teškoćama u razvoju. U ukupnoj populaciji osoba sa slušnim oštećenjem, oko 11% zauzimaju 

djeca u dobi do 19 godina, iako je ono prisutno u svim dobnim skupinama. 

Odgoj i obrazovanje djece sa slušnim oštećenjem odvija se s jedne strane u izdvojenim 

zdravstvenim ustanovama poput Poliklinike SUVAG, a s druge u redovnim školama u koje su 

integrirana, ali i dalje pod redovnim nadzorom stručnog tima. Inkluzija i integracija učenika sa 

slušnim oštećenjem svakako donosi prednosti poput bolje socijalizacije učenika, ali i 

nedostatke poput nepripremljenosti okoline na posebne potrebe učenika.  

Iz tih razloga, ovaj je rad usmjeren na vještine razumijevanja i pripovijedanja na materinjem i 

stranom jeziku djece sa slušnim oštećenjem u usporedbi s kontrolnom skupinom. Svim 

ispitanicima prvi je jezik (L1) hrvatski, a strani jezik (L2) engleski. Njihova jezična vještina u 

oba jezika određena je koristeći Višejezični instrument za ispitivanje pripovijedanja (eng. 

Multilingual assessment instrument for narratives - MAIN, 2012.) – instrument koji dosad nije 

korišten u objavljenom istraživanju na hrvatskim ispitanicima. Opisane su i strategije učenja 

koje su ispitanici koristili tijekom pripovijedanja, kao i glavne jezične razlike ispitanika, 

individualno i u skupinama. 

U rezultatima je vidljiva očekivana prednost djece tipičnog razvoja u oba jezika, ali u nekim 

slučajevima ne u očekivanoj mjeri. Glavni zaključak je potreba za individualnim pristupom jer 

su međusobne razlike ispitanika unutar iste skupine ponekad veće od onih u usporedbi s 

drugom. Kvalitativna analiza pokazuje posebnosti djece sa slušnim oštećenjem u području 

vokabulara, gramatike te nekih govornih vrednota. Ovi zaključci svakako otvaraju prostor 

daljnim istraživanjima, ali daju i vrijedne povratne informacije nastavnicima (engleskog) jezika 

koji se susreću s ovakvim posebnim procesom učenja. 

Ključne riječi: MAIN, pripovijedanje, slušno oštećenje, učenje stranog jezika 
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APPENDIX 1: Questionnaire for parents 
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(Source: Hržica & Kuvač Kraljević, 2012) 

 

Dodatni upitnik o razvoju djeteta  

1. Je li dijete rođeno prijevremeno?   DA NE 

2. Je li porod protekao bez komplikacija?  DA NE 

3. S koliko mjeseci je dijete prohodalo?   _________ 

4. Ima li dijete braće ili sestara?    DA NE 

 Ako da, molimo vas da napišete: 

 Dijete (spol)  Dob   

 1. _______  ____ 

 2. _______  ____ 

 3. _______  ____ 

 

Dodatni upitnik za djecu za slušnim oštećenjem 

5. U kojoj dobi djeteta je dijagnosticirano slušno oštećenje?   _________ 

6. Kakvo slušno oštećenje ima dijete? ___________________________ 

6a. Koliko je stupanj oštećenja sluha djeteta?  

Desno uho: _________dB  

Lijevo uho: _________dB 

7. Ima li dijete slušno pomagalo?     NE DA 

7a. Kakvo? _______________  

7b. U kojoj je dobi dijete prvi put dobilo slušno pomagalo?             _________  

7c. Koliko dijete upotrebljava slušno pomagalo? 

ne upotrebljava - manji dio dana  - veći dio dana - cijeli 

dan 

8. U kojoj dobi je počela rehabilitacija slušanja i govora djeteta?   _________ 

9. U kojoj dobi je dijete krenulo u redovnu osnovnu školu?   _________ 

10. Koristi li dijete znakovni jezik?       NE DA 

10a. Koliko često? ______________ 
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APPENDIX 2: Example of a scoring sheet 
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(Source: Gagarina et al., 2012)  
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APPENDIX 3: Narrative transcripts 

 

HI1 (f)  

STORY 1: HR prepmod  
Jednog je dana mačka došla na grm  
Vidjela je malog leptira, žutog  
Hm... vidjela je na grmu  
htjela je ona uhvatiti njega ali nije mogla uhvatit  
pa je mačka pala u grm...  
a dječakova lopta je pala u more  
o ne, uzviknuo je dječak  
kad je vidjela baš mačka da , da je, da su ribe u... (stanka)  
u kantici  
(bravo, što se dalje dogodilo..)  
Onda je dječak uzeo pesjanje da uhvati loptu  
Mačka je uzela ribe, ribice, pa je ...po...pojela je  
Dječak je bio sretan kad je uhvatio loptu a mačka je bila sretna zato što je...  
Zato jer jer...  
jer su bile fine ribice 

STORY 2: HR prepsam  
Jednog dana je... mama ptica otišla dječici reć da ide naći hranu  
Mama ptica je oti,odletjela, jer je mogla  
Mama se vratila  
Ona se vratila...  
Kad je mama pozdravila jedno dijete, mačka je ulovila jedno dijete, a pas 
se... ljutio  
Pa je potjerao tvoju mačku  
Mačka se odmah pobjegla 

STORY 3: EN prepmod  
Dog...  
(What is the dog doing, što radi? ...Tko još?)  
(Who is this? Tko je to?)  
(What is this? Što je to?)  
(Hoćeš dalje?)  
(Želi drugu priču...) 

STORY 4: EN prepsam  
Sheep...  
(Dijete šuti, ispitivač pomaže jer dijete ne reagira, taj se dio ne uvrštava u 
transkript niti analizu, ispitivanje se prekida) 

HI2 (m)  

STORY 1: HR prepmod  
Mačka, kh, mačka je lov, mačka želi loviti lepiru  
kh  
I mačka je skočila, do, grmlje 
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I onda je mačka, pala je u grmi  
I dečko je preplašio i pala mu je lopta, kotrljala  
I mačka je gladna, kh  
Želi jesti ribu  
A dječak bio duže, želi uhvatiti loptu  
Mačka je uzela ribu a dečko je zna da će, ima plan  
Upecao je, upeco je, uzeo je loptu  
I onda, mačka je fino jela i okusna je svježe me, riba  
I dječak je bio jako sretan što ima, uhvatio loptu 

STORY 2: HR prepsam  
Koza je, koza je trčala a jana je, pala u jezero  
Ne zna plivati a koza je trčala treba mu uzeti, da ne bude umrijela  
I onda je koza gurnula janje  
A jednom ja, jedna jana jede travu  
A lisica je gladna, želi uhvatiti janje  
I onda, jana jede travu, a... jana je prestrašila je vjevericu a vjeverica želi 
uhvatiti... janja  
(aha, zanimljivo)   
I, jana je prestrašila, a vjeverica je plakala, ptica je ugrizla repu vjeverici  
I onda, mama koza je podragala svoju mamu  
A ptica je ljuta bila, bijesna, rekla je, pa makni se od janje,  
A vjeverica je pobjegla 

STORY 3: EN prepmod  
A dog, a dog is...a dog...  
Mouse...  
Are...  
(nerazumljivo...)  
Želi uhvatiti...(upozorenje ispitivača za engleski)  
A dog, a mouse, hm,  
Bow...Are you  
A dog  
A mouse  
A blu, a balloon je...  
Od...  
Mouse, a mouse happy  
A hot, ne  
A dog je happy  
And  
I hot, ne  
Baloon je...  
I happy  
Dog  
Dog je...uhvati, ne  
Dog...  
I blue, happy is 
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Dog je happy 

STORY 4: EN prepsam  
Birds  
A cat, a cat željela uhvatiti ptice  
(engleski upozorenje)  
A cat, cat  
Željela je...  
Kak se zovu ptice...  
Bird...  
Cat je popeljala  
Cat je dala crv, nismo učili crv...  
(nema veze)  
Cat je uhvatila ptice  
Ne...  
A bird  
A dog vidi cat  
A dog vidi cat  
Onda..  
Dog ugrize a cat drž čvrsto držila  
Prestrašila je  
Dog želi uhvatiti mačku  
Dog želi uhvatiti cat  
A dog happy, svoje dijete 

HI3 (f)  

STORY 1: HR prepmod  
jedan je pas ugledao miša sivog  
i on...  
a...pas je lovio miša  
a...a miš je pobjegao  
Jedan je došao dječak, vidio je pas i miša  
(može dalje? Hoćeš dalje? Moraš mi reći)  
Dječak je vidio pas, i mislio je da je slomio na glavu  
A miš je pobjegao  
Dječaka je vjetar balona  
Drži kobasice u vrećici, meso  
I onda dječak je htio uzeti balon  
Ne zna gdje, što će uzeti, balon ne zna gdje će  
I pas je vidio kobasice, meso, htio ga pojesti, voli jesti kobasice  
(odlično, tako je)  
I dječak je uhvatio balon  
A pas počinje jesti kobasice  
Dječak nije znao da pas jede kobasice  
Dječak je uspio i uhvatio balon  
A pas je isto uspio pojeo...kobasice  
I to 
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Kraj 

STORY 2: HR prepsam  
Koz jede  
Koz...jedan koza plivaju, imaju roditelji mama i tata  
i..koza tata pomogao bebu sestru, i još jedas brati  
i vidio lisica želi pojesti koze  
ili ovce  
(sve mi ispričaj što vidiš)  
Jedan brat koza jede, jedu travu  
A tata gleda kako ona jede  
A sestra se uplašila da pojesti lisicu uhvatiti  
Jedan vrabac gledao, ugledao lisice koze  
Lisicu uhvatio nogu od koze sestre, djevojčica  
A ma, a tata nije vidio  
On pije voda i brat nije vidio, nije znao  
I vra vrabac je pomo, poma, pomogao ov, koze  
I on, vrabac je uhvatio rep od lisice, njegov  
I njezin tata je uplašio da nije zna da došao lisica  
A brat je uplašio on isto nije znao kao tata  
Pa o, i onda, vrabac  se i bje, i lisica bjež,i i vrabac bježi da uhvati rep lisice  
Iii... i onda... sestra i brat i tata su veseli,   
Veseli  
Da dobro je vrabac pomogne  
I onda su rekli hvala ti lijepo  
I to gotovo 

STORY 3: EN prepmod  
one, one cat  
one cat is  
hm...  
look  
(pita za riječ za leptira)  
Yellow  
Cat not  
(mhm)  
Hm hm  
Hm...  
(ne zna)  
Boy is  
Boy having a bal, baloon  
Red  
And fish  
Ne znam  
(very good)  
Next onda  
Boy not...know  
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Not c-cat  
Cat is sad  
Ball is in water  
Cat is look fish  
Boy is sad  
Cat...like fish  
Boy is...  
(ne znam)  
(what else?)  
Cat is...eat, eat...fish  
Boy is winner  
Ball red  
(very good)  
Gotovo 

STORY 4: EN prepsam  
One, four birds  
One birds is mum  
Two sister and brother  
Birds mum is...  
Is happy  
Sister...and brother...  
Know, know  
Yes is mum  
Cat look birds, yes is eat  
Mum birds is   
Is happy  
Sister and brother is happy  
(very good)  
Cat look  
Yes is eat birds  
Cat is  
Winner  
Mum is  
Know, know  
Is, yes is cat...winter  
Dog is look... cat  
Dog is a, angry  
Mum is now know...cat eat birds  
Dog like  

 (nerazumljivo  
Mum is happy  
Cat is sad  
Dog is super  
(okej)  
Be mum birds bravo 
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To 

HI4 (m)  

STORY 1: HR prepmod  
Jednog dana ima jedan pas koji želio uloviti miša  
Mislim jedan sivi miš  
Pas ga vidi i onda je odlučil, hvati, heeej, želim ga uloviti, želim se igrati 
lovice!  
Nakon toga, ha, pas onda havidi miša i kad krene iii a on kreće isto  
A miš kaže o ne! Ibrzo ide kroz drveta  
A pas nije ni primijetio  
A da, da će se lupit  
Dje, jedan dječak, koji se vratio iz dućana, i, imao je jedan balon koji ima 
žute boje  
Imao je šlape, poput kros, aa, poput kroksica  
Majica mu je ljubičasta, a hlače plave  
Imao je puno kobasica vreće koje skupio iz dućana plus market  
Kad se miš sakrio iz drveta, pas je udario mozak  
Jako ga je boljel  
A dječak je to vidio i pustio je balon  
I onda mu je balon zapeo u drveću  
Kad je dječak reko, kad je dječak vidio bano, balon, onda je reko: o ne, moj 
balon! Šta ću sad?  
Pustio je vrećicu i išo je vidjeti  
A pas, vidje hranu, jer je on bio gladan, jer nije uhvatio miša  
Dječak, dječak je pokušavao uhvatit balon, al je uspjel  
Za to vrijeme pas uzme vrećicu kobasa i počne ih gristi, i dječak to nije ni 
čuo  
A kad je dječak uspio, nije primijetio  
Još, još uvijek, a, a psić jede  
I, i on je bio sretan jer je imao opet balon  
I on je bio sretan zbog gladnošće 

STORY 2: HR prepsam  
Bila jednom jedna koza, i jedno tele  
(upozorenje da dobro pogleda dvije po dvije slike, on se protivi)  
Bilo jednom jedna mauli, kao bik, ali ima žute boje, i imo je ovu guzu kao iz 
krav kak, kak se kak smije, netko  
Al jedno malo isto kao tak ali nema rogove, jelo je travu  
A jedna isto je jela travu, izgleda kao mala i bila je u jezeru  
Zato, njegova mama ga je spasila, od vode  
I lisice vidi ispod , ha drveta i kaže, hm, haaa...  
Lisica počne skočiti na ma..l, na malu životinju, ali to mu mama nije 
primijetila, jela je..  
I lisica ga je zato lovila, la, dok se, on nije umorio, mislim  
A kad ga ptica vidi da ga, da ga kljuka po repu, a onda, a lisac kaže: aaaaaa, 
moj rep 
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I ti, tica ga je ganjala, ganjala, dok je on nije otišo  
On je otišo i izgubio se, iz, iz, i sve je bilo normalno, os, o  
I sve je bilo normalno osim kad je ono malo tele završilo u vo, osim kad je 
malo tele bilo u vodi  
Ni, nije bilo u voli, vodi, nego je bio van na travi 

STORY 3: EN prepmod  
One day, is the cat...and butterfly  
Cat, b, was the, was the, in here, he wants the butterfly  
But, cat has started to jump, and the butterfly is out the tree, mini, i don't 
know  
One day, one boy, he has look at it  
And...he push a bell   
A butterfly is going there, and the cat is good  
But  
(napomena da bude pažljiviji)  
The boy, he was the sad because the ball is on the water  
But, i mean sea, mo, mo hm..  
The cat is u-utterfee and he wants to eat the fish, because his favorite food  
The boy, he, the boy ha, happy, because has he's put the ball o-on back  
He is so happy  
But, cat is, his, oos, the fish and eating  
The boy are happy because the ball I, are saving  
And cat are happy because he is not angry anymore 

STORY 4: EN prepsam  
One day it's a bird, the mini bird in a tree  
But cat, was the, but, the bird mum are going, the, the lunch  
But cat, has luckied, he wants to eat the mini birds  
The cat has came in the tree but mum is no...hm...look anymore  
A cat, the touch, the minibirds, and mum, he, he didn't see it  
But dog, he is look at, and want to help, help a the, he wants to help, the 
birds  
He said: don't worry birds, i will, i will save you, and, fuck off cat  
The cat, the dog, a, are touch the cat from the tee  
And, cat, cat are in the dinger, and, and, dogs are help, angry and said: 
wow, wow...wow, wow...you motherfucker, wow, wow  
He lo...and, it is it  

HI5 (m)  

STORY 1: HR prepmod  
pas je gledao miša  
pas je trčao od miša  
a dječa šeta na staza  
dječa nosi balona i vrećica  
(poticaj)  
pas je udarao u drveću  
a miš jes, miš je sakrio u drveće 
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a dječak je, gledao pas, i, spustio ruko, balona  
balon je otišao u drvo a dječak uzvikno, o ne moja balona  
dječak je bio tužan  
pas je gledo vrećica i, želi jesti, hm  
kobasice  
dječak je skočio u drveću i uzimo, uzeo balone  
a dječak, hm pas, je uzeo kobasice  
dječak je bio sretan, pas jeo kobasice 

STORY 2: HR prepsam  
mama ptica  
je (nerazumljivo) ptičice  
mama je hm otišla a ptičić je ostao u gnijezdu  
mačka je gledao ptičice  
mačka je penjao na u drvo  
mama ptica je dao, dala je crv ptići  
hm  
pas je gledao mačka, mačka  
gura u gnijezdo  
ptičić je pobjegla u pomoć  
pas je vuc za mačka rep  
ptičić, je, mama ptica je gledao mačka i pas  
pas trčao o mačke  
ptičić su veseli 

STORY 3: EN prepmod  
cat, want, hmm  
(traži pomoć)  
cat want buter*nerazumljivo  
cat jump  
and   
(traži pomoć)  
boy funt (nerazumljivo)  
boy funt (nerazumljivo)  
cat, is, in the, bush  
boy, boy watch a cat  
boy, but, but is   
(poticaj)  
boy is /kaj/, but is /sim/  
bat is slim in the *nerazumiljivo  
cat watch fish  
boy is   
(traži poticaj)  
boy is uzeo but  
mačka, cat, cat is eat  
cat is eat  
cat tank fish 
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bol is   
(traži pomoć)  
boy is happy, cat is eat fish 

STORY 4: EN prepsam  
(ne zna imenovati životinje pa upućen da imenuje svojim imenima)  
Lovro is in (nerazumljivo) Lovro in the more  
mum, is watch ---  
brother is eat trava  
mum is kak se kaže gurao  
(poticaj)  
mum is gurao janje  
(šapće)  
John is watch mum is (nerazumljivo)  
John is (nerazumljivo)  
(nerazumljivo)  
....brother  
(nerazumljivo)  
sister, brother  
Johns is, (nerazumljivo)  
(nerazumljivo)  
family is happy  
Johns (nerazumljivo)  
(smije se)  
(nerazumljivo)  
(traži pomoć)  
(nerazumljivo) 

HI6 (f)  

STORY 1: HR prepmod 

 jedan mačak koji 
 ovaj hm to je mačka hm nema veze 

 ta je mačka vidjela leptir, kako stoji na grmlju iii počela je skočiti na leptir 

 i došao je dječak sa loptom sa jednim štapom i sa kantom 

 (upozorenje zbog pomicanja mikrofona) 

 i onda je mačka pala, dječak je naišao, mačka je pala u grmlju, a dječak je 
iznenadio pa mu je pala lopta 

 i dječak je viknuo o neee, moja lopta!  

 a mačka je pomislila sebi: hm, možda bih si mogla jesti  
i, onda je dječak dao ribi štap i uzeo loptu  
a mačka je vidjela, hm, i nije pomislio da bi mačka mogla pojesti ribu  
i dječak je bio sretan što ima loptu, a mačka je bila sretna što ima ribu 

STORY 2: HR prepsam 

 jedna koza je šedna, ima, seku, ima dvije male, na (nerazumljivo) 

 jedna koza je pa, mala koza je pala u vodu 
 (mhm)  

i, koza je druga ma, majka koza izvukla malu bebu, da je spasi 
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tu je došla i ptica i vidjela je kako mala koza jede hranu  
i onda je, hm ma, ju je mama je, malo dijete našla i jedno jede  
a mama gleda po malo, malo je ta mala koza  
priča kako jedna (nerazumljivo) trči prema kozu  
mama i dijete je pilo vodu  
ali ta, ta jedna nije bila  
malu kozu ju je vrabac koji gleda  
i vrabac je ugrizao lisicovu, rep  
i mama i još jedna beba gleda kako je jedna koza spašena  
i onda su zajedno sretni, a koza, hm, mislim vrabac tjera lisicu i lisica bježi 

STORY 3: EN prepmod 

 (nerazumljivo) kak se kaže lovi? 
 (*traži pomoć, upozorenje da ne može dobivati pomoć) 

 (nerazumljivo) 
 dog 
 mouse 
 (stanka) 

 catch 

 hm (nerazumljivo) 
 (stanka)  

(šapće) 
 nemam pojma kak... (nerazumljivo) 

 nema veze, reci što znaš 

 (šapće)  
(traži pomoć)  
boy  
hm  
boo  
bulu  
oh no  
my bool  
dog  
(nerazumljivo)  
(buka u pozadini)  
ball  
i  
happy   
booloo  
happy koto 

STORY 4: EN prepsam  
one  
hm  
(nerazumljivo)  
(nerazumljivo)  
baby 
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hm  
dog  
hm  
is, baby  
(buka u pozadini)  
dog is (nerazumljivo)  
baby  
ne, ne znam 

  

HI7 (m)  

STORY 1: HR prepmod  
hm, dakle, mačka je... hm, mačka je je jednom vidla kako, kako je, kako 
jedan žuti leptir sjedi na grmlju  
i zatim ga je, zatim ga je htjela dohvatiti  
a, a za to vrijeme ga je dječak sa... sa loptom, i, i kantom puno ribom, hm, 
ga je, hm, ju je vidjela  
zatim je dječaku ispala lopta iz ruke a mačka je, hm, u, kako bi rekli upala u 
grm, a a leptir je odletio  
(mhm)  
hm, zatim je, zatim je dječaku pala lopta u vodu, a a mačka je vidjela kantu 
puni, pune ribom  
(mhm)  
dječak je sa štapom izvukao, izvukao loptu hm i iz vode, a mačka, a mačka je 
pojela, pojela sve ribe a da dječak nije skužio  
(mhm, što je bilo dalje?)  
hm... to sam rekao  
(u redu, znači gotovo je) 

STORY 2: HR prepsam  
pa tu bi rekao da su tu neki, hm, hm pa da tu neka kao ajmo reć mala obitelj 
ovih hmm hmmm ovana  
hm i da, da je, i da je, i da je mla - mlado tele i da je upalo u vodu   
a da je muški ovan je ju je izvu-izvukao van  
i tu, i tu vidimo kako lisica je vidla te, te male... ovčice, i velikog ovana  
hm, zatim kada je ovan izvukao malu ovčicu nije vidio da, da je lisica, da je 
lisica pokušavala uhvatiti hm ovčicu  
i kad ju je uhvatio za nogu, onda ju je vidla samo vrana a ovan i druga o-
ovčica su pili vodu dok nisu, nisu primijetili  
i zatim je vrana hm je hm je ugrizla lisicu za rep   
i ovan i, i dvije ovčice su to vidjele  
i onda eto, to je sretna obitelj na kraju  
lisica je otišla  
(i to je to?)  
da 

STORY 3: EN prepmod  
hm, hm, hm, hm, the one day, hm, hm, ne ne 
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hm  
ne znam kak da počnem   
(polako, one day, odličan početak)  
aha one day, hm, the one, one dog, hm....  
hm, the one dog... hm  
(opusti se, nema ocjene....)  
the one dog, hm, was see, saw the one mouse  
hm, he wants to catch him  
(mhm)  
hm, and, and, h, hm, mouse is, hm...  
hm... want to, to the tree, hm, and, and, hm...  
(what else happened?)  
hm, e, hm, then is the hm one boy with, with, hm bag, and baloon in hands  
then hm, hm, then dog a hm a sme...  
hm, hm... ne znam  
(poticaj)  
a ne znam kak da počnem  
(bilo koju sličnu riječ upotrijebi)  
hm?  
(bilo koju sličnu riječ upotrijebi onome što hoćeš reći)  
ne znam...  
then dog   
(da?)  
then dog wasn't catch the mouse, and...  
and, and, and boy is hm...  
lose his baloon  
then, hm, hm, the baloon is hm...  
hm... goes on tree  
and dog is saw bag with meat  
(good)  
then,the boy, hm, catch his baloon and, and, hm, hm, dog was, was catch 
his hm, bag with meat  
and, hm, hm, hm, to je to  
(anything else)  
hm, they was happy 

STORY 4: EN prepsam  
hm...  
hm, hm, there was one day of hm,   
and, and, hm, there are mum birds and two, hm, childrens birds  
on tree  
and...hm hm  
mum was, got away  
and, down of tree, hm  
there was one cat  
hm 
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angry I think  
no, hungry hungry  
and  
when is mum back, with with food for children, cat was climb   
climbed the, to the, tree  
and hm  
hm, cat was hm catch one of children of  
birds  
and, and, one dog saw, saw the, saw, saw cat  
and hm, hm  
dog was catch, catch tail of, cat  
and save hm, hm, baby birds  
hm, and, hm, there was hm  
family birds be happy  
and, hm, and dog, hm, ca, hm, hm  
hm  
and dog was  
hm  
ne znam  
catch a   
hm  
cat 

HI8 (m)  

STORY 1: HR prepmod  
mačak je gledo leptira na grmlju  
ii, htio ga je uloviti  
hm, on je, on je skočio da ulovi leptira  
hm, al je zapeo u grmlju  
kasnije, da, ha (smijeh)  
zapeo u grmlju  
hm  
dječak je vidio da je mačak htio uloviti leptira  
a, i on se jako iznenadio, kad mu je-kad je leptir išo prema njemu i ispala mu 
je onda lopta iz ruke  
i, kod, hm, otkotrljala se u more  
hm, dječak je htio uzet loptu iz mora  
hm, a za to vrijeme mačka je pomislila da bi mogla uzeti, ribu, iz kante  
dom je dječak uzimao loptu,   
hm, mačka mu je jela ribu  
hm, i na kraju, hm, dječak je ulovio loptu, a mačka se fino najela riba 

STORY 2: HR prepsam  
jednom davno (smijeh) ptica je čuvala...  
dvoje... kak bi, malih ptica  
nakon nekog vremena  
ptica je otišla, po, hranu 
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a mačka je to htjela iskoristiti, jer je vidla dvije ptice u gnijezna  
gnijezdu  
da, gnijezdu  
hm  
mačka se počela penjat po stablu, i  
hm, spremala se uloviti pljen  
hm, ma, na svu sreću ptica se vratila i počela i hranila, počela hranit ptice  
pa, hm, zato je zatim, pokušala sačuvati ove, male dvije ptice, i, došo je pas, 
vidio ih je, vidio je mačku  
uhvatio za rep, i, počeo ganjat mačku  
a dvije ptice su spašene 

  

STORY 3: EN prepmod  
dog was look the mouse  
and, he was hungry  
hm (nerazumljivo, komentira)  
hm, when he  
hm, when he wa-want catch him, mouse, hm, was, hm, run  
*smije se  
hm, was, go  
was go  
under the tree  
hm, dog, was hm bam in tree  
but, mouse is  
*smije se  
*a joj, ne znam kak bih reko  
go away  
hm, boy hm was hm come back to the house  
and he buy many lot of sausages and one baloon  
hm  
when he look, when he see, hm,  
when he saw dog hm  
hm baloon hm his baloon  
was  
(ne zna kak bi rekao, traži pomoć, dobije samo poticaj)  
his baloon hm was hm  
his baloon  
ah he lost his baloon  
and,his baloon was on the tree  
he want hm he wants, he wanted get his baloon, and he  
hm, put back, hm, bag with sausages  
dog was hungry and he want to eat his sausages  
whe, hm, at the time,  
ne  
at, at...  
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ah  
for, for he gets baloon  
dog is-the dog is eating sausages  
and, and, on the end, the boy, gets baloon  
a, a  
hm, and dog was not hungry 

STORY 4: EN prepsam  
there, there are joung goat  
and, he don't know, swim  
hm, his mum was helped, was help  
and, and  
all, all was okay  
but, hm  
joj  
aha, fox  
hm, was hm loo, hm was look, hm,  they  
they  
and he was hungry  
a small goat was see fox how he hm attack, attacked him  
attacked him and goes  
hm the goat hm was  
away  
was away  
and, the black birds was see a fox  
hm hm black bird was hm attack fox   
and fox w-w go out  
was go out  
hm, goes on the end were very happy  
and  
hm, very happy  
very happy 

HI9 (f)  

STORY 1: HR prepmod  
bila jedna zaigrana mačka i  
hm ugledala je žutog leptira kako le-sjedi na grani  
khm khm  
odjednom je došo dječak sa kanticom  
i vratio se iz ribolova i mač ovaj leptir je brzo odletio i mačka je skočila  
a onda hm  
ovaaaj  
mačka je pala u grmlje i bila je jako razočarana a onda je dječa hm dečku 
pala lopta u-u rijeci  
onda je vidla mačka  
hm kantu ribe i dječak je rekao o ne moja lopta  
i hm  
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onda su se dogovorili da  
hm mačka uzme ribu a on upeca svoju loptu  
iii dječak je bio jako sretan zbog svoje lopte 

STORY 2: HR prepsam  
mačka je hm ptica je hm bila u svom gnijezdu i išla je potražiti hranu  
a djeca su bi-bila tužna  
i onda hm majka je odletjela i vidjeli su prekrasnu mačku  
i onda je mačka vidjela ptice  
(poticaj)  
ovoga hm mačka se popela  
htjela se popesti na granu i mač-majka je došla sa hm  
še-hm saa puta  
sa traženja hrane iii  
dala je svojoj djeci jesti do dok se mačka penjala  
i kad se mačka popela u ucala je-pokušala je ukrasti jednu pticu i kad-i 
došao je jedan ljutiti pas  
onda se pas pas razbjesnio hm ljutio se na mačku i pokušao uuloviti hm 
mačku  
i i ptica je bila ljuta i vikala je na mačku  
i onda je majka u mama ptica uživala sa svojom djecom i  
i mačka-i pas je lovio mačku 

STORY 3: EN prepmod  
mouse dog  
hm dog hm mouse boys hm mou  
(poticaj)  
hm wha  
(poticaj)  
hm  
hm  
hm boy se izgubio balon  
(upozorenje za hrvatski)  
it's me is hm that is mouse  
hm dog hm mouse  
hm look mouse and hm boys and baloon  
(poticaj)  
what is happen izgubio boys and dog  
ovo je druga slika  
(poticaj)  
baloon is in drvo  
(poticaj)  
tell me more  
hm boys know is happened  
hm baloon is *nerazumljivo)  
moys is an dog  
(poticaj) 
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dog dog and hungry hm boys and an d here baloon  
hm boys is happend hm  
here is a balloon soon  
(poticaj)  
hm a dog is you have 

STORY 4: EN prepsam  
she is a i hm girl hm and boy  
children hm the is   
tjekšn  
hm, she is hm mau   
small hm  
to catchen the goats  
and the lisnc   
the još  
and hm the other is the helper  
and the helper use hm catch  
and hm and you she is happened 

HI10 (m)  

STORY 1: HR prepmod  
hm jedan miš je  
znači pas je vidio jedan miš  
miš je pobjego u tablu  
pas je jurio na mišu  
a dječak je šetao i vidio  
hm pas je udario tablu  
dječak je udario ovaj baloni  
iznenadio je  
hm   
pas hm  
dječak onaj kaže da je gore balon  
pas je vidio vrećicu, sa kobasicama  
hm dječak je uzeo   
popeo gore i uzeo ovaj balone a pas je pojede kobase  
dječak se volio balonom, a pas je više vo-dovoljno da bu kobasice 

STORY 2: HR prepsam  
ovo je obitelj znači dva hm možda dva mala ptičića i možda mama  
hm kad je mama otišla, ostale su dva ptičiće   
dolazi mi, kad je mama dolazi, mi-ma-mačka je pogleda gore  
i sprema se pojesti pticu  
i, kad se vraća hm pti, maminu pticu  
i daje hranu  
a mačka došo popeti gore  
i mačka je zgrabio jednu pticu a mama nije oti-hm-nije vidla  
i pas je vidilo-vidio je da je mačka gore  
i počeo je, pas je počeo dirnut hm mački rep 
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a mamina ptica se uplašio  
sad i mačka bježi ta tadi, znači za njim  
a ptica i male ptičice su sretni ljudi 

STORY 3: EN prepmod  
hm znači cat  
your  
ne...  
(poticaj)  
teško mi je to  
ne...  
(poticaj) 

STORY 4: EN prepsam  
ne mogu, teško mi je  
(poticaj)  
želi na hrvatskom 

 


